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SEVERAL NEW PRODUCT IDENTITIES IN RELATION TO TWO-VARIABLE
ROGERS–RAMANUJAN TYPE SUMS AND MOCK THETA FUNCTIONS
ALEXANDRU PASCADI
Abstract. Product identities in two variables x, q expand infinite products as infinite sums, which
are linear combinations of theta functions; famous examples include Jacobi’s triple product identity,
Watson’s quintuple identity, and Hirschhorn’s septuple identity. We view these series expansions as
representations in canonical bases of certain vector spaces of quasiperiodic meromorphic functions
(related to sections of line and vector bundles), and find new identities for two nonuple products,
an undecuple product, and several two-variable Rogers–Ramanujan type sums. Our main theorem
explains a correspondence between the septuple product identity and the two original Rogers–
Ramanujan identities, involving two-variable analogues of fifth-order mock theta functions. We
also prove a similar correspondence between an octuple product identity of Ewell and two simpler
variations of the Rogers–Ramanujan identities, which is related to third-order mock theta functions,
and conjecture other occurrences of this phenomenon. As applications, we specialize our results to
obtain identities for quotients of generalized Dedekind eta functions and mock theta functions.
1. Introduction
Fix τ ∈ C with Im τ > 0, and let z ∈ C. Denote q := e2piiτ , x := e2piiz, (x; q) := ∏∞n=0 (1− qnx),
and 〈x; q〉 := (x; q)(q/x; q) (the standard notations have a subscript of∞, which we drop for brevity;
this will be helpful in identities like (1.4)). Then Jacobi’s triple product identity [13, p. 10] reads
(q; q) 〈x; q〉 =
∑
n∈Z
(−1)nq(n2)xn. (1.1)
As functions of z, both sides of (1.1) converge absolutely and locally uniformly to entire 1-periodic
functions, and satisfy the τ -quasiperiodicity F (z) = −xF (z + τ); in geometric language, F is a
section of a certain holomorphic line bundle over the complex torus C/(Z+ Zτ). This observation
already proves (1.1) up to a factor depending only on q, since the space TC(−x) := {F ∈ Hol(C/Z) :
F (z) = −xF (z + τ)} can be shown to be one-dimensional over C by identifying Fourier coefficients
(here, Hol(C/Z) denotes the space of entire functions with period 1). More generally, if D ⊂ C is
open, connected and closed under Z-translation, and f ∈ Hol(C/Z) \ {0}, then the space
TD(f) := {F ∈ Hol(D/Z) : F (z) = f(z)F (z + τ) when z, z + τ ∈ D}
can be shown to be finite-dimensional over C for various choices of D and f . In particular, given a
positive integer d and a nonzero α ∈ C, the space TC
(
αxd
)
has a canonical basis consisting of the
theta functions [
αxd; k
]
=
[
αxd; k
]
(z) :=
∑
n∈Z
αnqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k,
where k ∈ Z varies in any complete residue system modulo d (we introduce this notation because
it will admit a natural generalization to other functions of the form
[
f ; k
]
). Many infinite products
can be designed to live in such spaces TD(f) (see Table 1, §2.3), so it is natural to look for their
representations in a canonical basis thereof; e.g., (1.1) states that (q; q) 〈x; q〉 = [−x; 0] ∈ TC(−x).
Similarly, the quintuple [49] and septuple [35, 20, 27, 24] product identities respectively state that
(q; q) 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉 = [qx3; 0]− [qx3; 1], (1.2)
(q; q) 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉 〈x2; q2〉 = −[−qx5; 1]+ [−qx5; 2]〈q2; q5〉 +
[−qx5; 0]+ [−qx5; 3]
〈q; q5〉 . (1.3)
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In this paper, we prove several new product identities pertaining to more general spaces TD(f),
and study their connection to two-variable Rogers–Ramanujan type sums [43]; as applications, we
deduce a few one-variable identities of generalized eta functions [52] and mock theta functions [39, 9].
The latter were introduced by Ramanujan in his last letter to Hardy [39], and are modernly under-
stood as holomorphic parts of harmonic weak Maass forms [15]. We will find that the fifth-order
mock theta functions are intimately related to the canonical basis vectors of TH-
(
qx2 − x) (where
H− := {Im z < 0}), while the third-order ones are similarly connected to the space TH-
(
qx2 − q−1).
For a start, in Section 4.1 we continue the sequence of identities (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) in a natural
way, with two nonuple product identities and an undecuple identity; we state the first of these below.
Proposition 1.1 (First nonuple product identity). As an identity of functions in TC
(
q2x7
)
,
(q; q) 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉2 〈x2; q2〉 = −[q2x7; 1]+ [q2x7; 2]〈q2; q7〉2 〈q; q7〉 +
[
q2x7; 0
]
+
[
q2x7; 3
]
〈q; q7〉2 〈q3; q7〉
+ q
[
q2x7;−1]+ [q2x7; 4]
〈q3; q7〉2 〈q2; q7〉 − q
2
[
q2x7; 5
]
〈q; q7〉 〈q2; q7〉 〈q3; q7〉 .
(1.4)
While TC
(
αxd
)
is d-dimensional for d ≥ 1, we have TC
(
αx−d
)
= TC(y) = {0} for y 6∈ {qn : n ∈ Z};
this will lead to identities for quotients of double infinite products 〈x; q〉, in Proposition 3.26. Pass-
ing to spaces such as TH-
(
qx2 − x), which is two-dimensional and corresponds to a meromorphic line
bundle, we begin to encounter Rogers–Ramanujan type sums. In fact, the two renowned Rogers–
Ramanujan identities [32, p. 290],∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q; q)n
=
1
〈q; q5〉 and
∑
n≥0
qn
2+n
(q; q)n
=
1
〈q2; q5〉 , (1.5)
where (x; q)n :=
∏n−1
k=0
(
1− xqk), are together equivalent to the following new product identity.
Proposition 1.2 (Two-variable statement of (1.5)). In TH-
(
qx2 − x), one has
(q; q) 〈x; q〉 (qx; q) =
∑
m∈Z,n≥0
q(
m
2 )+(
n+1
2 )
(q; q)n
(−x)m+n =
[
qx2 − x; 0]
〈q2; q5〉 −
[
qx2 − x; 1]
〈q; q5〉 , (1.6)
where for k ∈ {0, 1}, [qx2 − x; k] is the unique function in TH- (qx2 − x) whose Fourier expansion
in z ∈ H− has coefficient of xj equal to 1j=k, for j ∈ {0, 1}.
Remark. The functions
[
qx2 − x; k] can be expressed as explicit series in H− (see Corollary 3.18),
and can then be meromorphically continued to C; their poles must cancel out in the right-hand side
of (1.6) since the left-hand side is entire. In fact, dim TC
(
qx2 − x) = 1 while dim TH- (qx2 − x) = 2.
Also, the Rogers–Ramanujan identities in (1.5) follow from the second equality in (1.6) by identifying
coefficients of x0 and x1. In fact, identifying coefficients of x1−m for m ∈ Z leads to the so-called m-
versions of the Rogers–Ramanujan identities, involving
∑
n≥0 q
n2+mn/(q; q)n (see, e.g., [26, (3.5)]).
Much of the work in this paper is motivated by a visible connection between Proposition 1.2 and
the septuple identity: the basis representations in (1.3) and (1.6) have the same q-coefficients, up
to a sign. This suggests the more difficult result that sums of canonical basis vectors of TC
(−qx5)
are proportional to the canonical basis vectors of TH-
(
qx2 − x), which is our main theorem:
Theorem 1.3 (Septuple identity vs. Rogers–Ramanujan). For 0 < |q| < 1, one has
−
〈
x2; q
〉
(qx; q)
=
[−qx5; 1]+ [−qx5; 2][
qx2 − x; 0] =
[−qx5; 0]+ [−qx5; 3][
qx2 − x; 1] ,
as an identity of meromorphic functions of z ∈ C (where x = e2piiz). The left-hand side above equals
minus the ratio of the septuple product in (1.3) to the product in Proposition 1.2.
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In particular, under Theorem 1.3, the septuple identity and (1.6) are equivalent. Remarkably,
an analogous correspondence arises between the octuple product identity of Ewell [23] (given in an
equivalent form in this paper’s Proposition 4.7) and a variation of (1.6), given in Proposition 5.4.
Theorem 1.4 (Octuple identity vs. Rogers–Ramanujan variation). For 0 < |q| < 1, one has
−
(−x−1; q) 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉
(q; q2)(qx; q)
=
[−qx4; 1][
qx2 − q−1; 0] =
[−qx4; 0]+ [−qx4; 2][
qx2 − q−1; 1] ,
as an identity of meromorphic functions of z ∈ C (where x = e2piiz). The left-hand side above
equals minus the ratio of the octuple product in (4.13) to the product in Proposition 5.4. Here,[
qx2 − q−1; k] ∈ TH- (qx2 − q−1) are defined analogously to [qx2 − x; k] in Proposition 1.2.
One can also specialize our two-variable results at particular values of x, to produce one-variable
identities of modular forms and mock theta functions; we further mention one corollary about each,
proven using Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1.3 respectively. First, denote the Dedekind eta function
and the generalized Dedekind eta functions of level N ≥ 1 (following [52, Corollary 2]) by
η(τ) := epiiτ/12(q; q), Eg(τ) := eNB(g/N)piiτ
〈
qg; qN
〉
, (1.7)
where B(t) := t2 − t + 16 , g ∈ Z, and the level N must be specified a priori (the generalized
eta functions Eg(τ) should not be confused with the Eisenstein series E2k(τ)). It should not be
surprising, based on (1.7), that specializing product identities at x = ±qg recovers identities for
products and quotients of eta functions; what is more intriguing is the simplicity and symmetrical
structure of these identities (which are related to their behavior under modular transformations;
see Section 4.2 for more details and examples). Corollary 1.5 provides one such result.
Corollary 1.5 (Eta quotient polynomial). For τ ∈ H+, let Eg(τ) denote the generalized eta func-
tions of level N = 7. Then one has the polynomial factorization
X3 − 2η(14τ)
2
η(7τ)2
X2 − η(2τ)η(7τ)
3
η(τ)η(14τ)3
X +
η(τ)η(14τ)
η(2τ)η(7τ)
=
3∏
g=1
(
X − Eg(2τ)
E3g(τ)
)
.
Our second corollary involves four of Ramanujan’s famous fifth-order mock theta functions [48, 9]:
fj(q) :=
∑
n≥0
qn
2+jn
(−q; q)n , ψj(q) :=
∑
n+j≥1
q(
n+1
2 )(−q; q)n+j−1, for j ∈ {0, 1}. (1.8)
Corollary 1.6 (Fifth-order mock theta sums). For j ∈ {0, 1}, one has
(q; q)2
(
q; q2
) (
fj(q) + 2ψj(q)
)
=
∑
n∈Z
q
n(5n+2j+1)
2 (10n+ 2j + 1).
Remark. Corollary 1.6 follows from Theorem 1.3 by taking x → −1, and Theorem 1.4 is similarly
related to third-order mock theta functions; we also obtain individual identities for ψj in Propo-
sition 5.15. More difficult identities for fj and ψj are given by Ramanujan’s famous mock theta
conjectures [9], proven by Hickerson [33] and more recently by Folsom using Maass forms [25].
The table below provides short q-expansions of the relevant series in Corollary 1.6.
(q; q)2
(
q; q2
)
f0(q) + 2ψ0(q) f1(q) + 2ψ1(q)
∑
qn(5n+1)/2(10n+ 1)
∑
qn(5n+3)/2(10n+ 3)
1− 3q + q2 + 2q3 1 + 3q − q2 + 3q3 3 + 2q + 3q2 + q3 1− 9q2 + 11q3 − 19q9 3− 7q + 13q4 − 17q7
+ 2q4 − q5 − · · · + 2q4 + q6 + · · · + 3q4 + q5 + · · · + 21q11 − 29q21 + · · · + 23q13 − 27q18 + · · ·
Finally, while proving Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, we find it useful to work with three different bases
of TC
(
αxd
)
and to determine the corresponding change-of-basis matrices; their entries turn out
to be two-variable Rogers–Ramanujan type sums. We gather the resulting matrix identities in
Theorem 5.11, but for now we only mention a particular case which is closely related to Theorem 1.3:
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Proposition 1.7 (Two-variable 2× 2 determinant identity). For x, q ∈ C with |q| < 1, one has
det

∑
n≥0
qn(n+1)
(q;q)2n
x2n
∑
n≥0
q(n+1)
2
(q;q)2n+1
x2n+1∑
n≥0
qn(n+1)
(q;q)2n+1
x2n+1
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q;q)2n
x2n
 = 1.
We conclude the introduction with an open question that arises from our work:
Question 1. As noted by Andrews, Schilling and Warnaar [4, (5.2)], the Rogers–Ramanujan prod-
ucts 〈q; q5〉−1 and 〈q2; q5〉−1 are characters of a certain W2 algebra, which they denote by M(2, 5)2.
We remarked that these products coincide with the q-coefficients of the canonical basis vectors in
the septuple identity (1.3), and explained this correspondence through Theorem 1.3. A similar
phenomenon occurs for the octuple (Proposition 4.7) and nonuple (Proposition 1.1) identities:
Algebra Product identity Rog.–Ram. type id. 2-Var. generaliz. Correspondence
M(2, 5)2 Septuple, (1.3) (1.5) Proposition 1.2 Theorem 1.3
M(2, 4)2 Octuple, (4.13) (5.8) Proposition 5.4 Theorem 1.4
M(3, 7)3 Nonuple, (1.4) [21, Theorem 1.1] (Open question) (Open question)
Indeed, the q-coefficients in the right-hand side of the nonuple identity (1.4) coincide with the 4
characters of the W3 algebra M(3, 7)3 (up to factors of ±1,±q,±2q), and [4, Theorem 5.2] gives
A2 Rogers–Ramanujan identities for 3 out of these characters (see also [47]); the more recent work
of Corteel and Welsh also provides the fourth identity [21, Theorem 1.1]. Can one complete the
bottom row of the table above with an analogue of Theorem 1.3, leading to a new proof of Theorem
1.1 from [21], and possibly to applications on higher-order mock theta functions?
Remark. There is also a product identity whose q-coefficients are the characters of M(2, u2 + v2)2,
for any relatively prime positive integers u, v such that u + v is odd; see our Corollary 4.3. These
might be connected as in Question 1 to the Andrews–Gordon identities [7, Theorem 7.8], which
generalize (1.5); Theorem 1.3 would correspond to the case (u, v) = (1, 1). As pointed out by
Professor S. Ole Warnaar (personal communication), the analogue of Proposition 1.2 in this case
could be a summation of variants of the Andrews–Gordon identities as in [11, (3.21)]; the difficulty
lies in relating such a summation to an infinite product in a suitable TH-(f) space.
2. Overview and Notation
2.1. Methods. Given an entire 1-periodic function f ∈ Hol(C/Z), there are two main ways to
construct a function with a TD(f)-type quasiperiodicity from scratch: the expressions∏
n≥0
f(z + nτ) and
∑
n<0
∏
−n≤j<0
f(z + jτ)−1 + 1 +
∑
n>0
∏
0≤j<n
f(z + jτ) (2.1)
are, if well-defined, quasiperiodic with F (z) = f(z)F (z + τ). Given that many of the spaces
TD(f) are finite-dimensional (as we prove in Section 3.1), identities relating infinite products to
infinite sums as above are bound to arise. Taking f(z) = 1 − x and f(z) = αxd, one recovers
(x; q) =
∏
n≥0(1− qnx) and
[
αxd; 0
]
=
∑
n∈Z α
nqdn(n−1)/2xdn as the product, respectively the sum
in (2.1); the same sum leads to formulae for other basis vectors
[
f ; k
]
, as we show in Section 3.2.
The constructions in (2.1) also correspond to two ways to produce new functions in TD(f) from
old ones. Firstly, the product of a function in TD(f) and a function in TD(g) is a function in TD(fg);
for instance,
[
αqkxd; 0
] ·xk = [αxd; k]. Going further, the product of two basis vectors [αxa; k] and[
βxb; j
]
(where a, b, k, j ∈ Z, a, b ≥ 1, α, β ∈ C×) is an element of TC
(
αβxa+b
)
, so we must have[
αxa; k
][
βxb; j
]
=
∑
0≤`<a+b
M`(q)
[
αβxa+b; `
]
, (2.2)
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for some M-coefficients {M`(q)}`. Closely related identities were noted by various authors in
different forms [20, 2, 51]; we formulate a generalization of (2.2) in Lemma 4.1, and use it together
with the triple and quintuple product identities to deduce the nonuple and undecuple identities.
In a similar spirit, twisting the nth term in a series as in (2.1) by a factor of w(z + nτ) (for
suitable functions w with period 1) should preserve the quasiperiodicity at z 7→ z+τ . In particular,
by twisting the series defining
[
αxd; k
]
, we should be able to write (when well-defined)∑
n∈Z
αnqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k w(z + nτ) =
∑
0≤`<d
W`(q)
[
αxd; `
]
, (2.3)
for some W-coefficients {W`(q)}`, provided that the left-hand side is entire. We identify a class of
such identities in Lemma 5.6, leading to one method of proof for Theorems 1.3, 1.4 and 5.11.
2.2. Layout of paper. In Section 3, we formally define and study a generalization of the vector
spaces TD(f), then give a few applications including the triple and quintuple product identities.
Section 4 states and proves the nonuple and undecuple product identities alongside other similar
results, and then uses them to produce identities of generalized eta functions such as Corollary 1.5.
Finally, Section 5 deals with applications on Rogers–Ramanujan type sums, including the proofs
of Propositions 1.2 and 1.7, Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, and results on mock theta functions such as
Corollary 1.6. The relationships between our main results are collected in Figure 1.
Structure of TD
spaces (§3.1)
Ident. for quotients of double
products (Prop. 3.26)
TC Multiplication
ident. (Lemma 4.1)
TC Twisted sum
ident. (Lemma 5.6)
Formulae for canonical
TH- basis vectors (§3.2)
Preliminary product
ident. (§3.3)
Septuple ident.
(see (1.3))
An id. of Rogers
(see Prop. 5.1)
Octuple ident.
(see Prop. 4.7)
First nonuple
ident. (Prop. 1.1)
Second nonuple
ident. (Prop. 4.8)
Other high-order
ident. (§4.1)
2-Var. Rog.–Ram.
variation (Prop. 5.4)
2-Var. Rog.–Ram.
ident. (Prop. 1.2)
A2 Rog.–Ram.
ident. [4, Thm. 5.2]
TC Change-of-basis
ident. (Thm. 5.11)
2 mock-theta ident. of
Watson (see (5.7))
Twisted 2-var. Rog.–Ram.
ident. (Thm. 5.2)
4 Rog.–Ram. type ident.
of Slater (see (5.13))
Twisted 2-var. Rog.–Ram.
variation (Thm. 5.5)
Septuple to Rog.–Ram.
proportionality (Thm. 1.3)
Octuple to Rog.–Ram.
proportionality (Thm. 1.4)
Nonuple to A2 Rog.–Ram.
proportionality (Qtn. 1)
Imaginary Rog.–Ram.
ident. (Cor. 5.3)
More ident. of mock-theta
functions (Cor. 1.6; §5.3)
Ident. of generalized eta
functions (Cor. 1.5; §4.2)
using
Lem. 4.1,
Lem. 3.23
using
Lem. 5.6
by
Thm. 1.3
by
Thm. 1.4 Qtn. 1
using §3.2,
Lem. 4.1
using §3.2,
Lem. 4.1
using
Lem. 5.6
Qtn. 5
Figure 1. Relationships between results (arrows show logical implications or equivalences;
green marks new results, to the best of the author’s knowledge; ‘2-var.’ = ‘two-variable’ ).
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In Figure 1, if an arrow has multiple tails, the meaning is that all of the tails collectively imply
each of the heads. If an arrow has two-sided heads (and no tails), then the heads facing in one
direction are together equivalent to the heads facing in the other direction. So for instance, by
going from left to right through Theorem 5.2 (which is ultimately equivalent to Theorem 1.3),
one obtains a new proof of four Rogers–Ramanujan type identities from Slater’s famous list [44,
(94),(96),(98),(99)]. Going backwards, one has a proof that these four identities of Slater imply the
Rogers–Ramanujan identities (1.5) and several mock theta identities. Also, some nodes in Figure 1
are colored with a lighter green to indicate that the results therein are only partly new, or that
closely related results have appeared in literature, albeit in different formulations.
2.3. Notation. Denote C× := C \ {0}, H+ := {z ∈ C : Im z > 0}, H− := {z ∈ C : Im z < 0}.
Throughout the paper we keep τ ∈ H+ fixed and let z ∈ C vary, and write x = e2piiz, q = e2piiτ and
qr = e2piirτ for r ∈ R. Given a domain D (an open connected subset of C), denote by Hol(D) the
space of all holomorphic functions on D; if D is closed under Z-translation, denote by Hol(D/Z)
the space of all functions in Hol(D) with period 1. Given w ∈ C and u ∈ Z \ {0}, define the linear
maps Tw : Hol(D)→ Hol(D − w) and Su : Hol(D)→ Hol(u−1D) by
(Twf)(z) := f(z + w), (Suf)(z) := f(uz),
which are a translation and a scaling of the function’s argument. Since u ∈ Z \ {0}, these also
induce natural maps Tw : Hol(D/Z)→ Hol((D − w)/Z) and Su : Hol(D/Z)→ Hol(u−1D/Z) when
D is Z-invariant. Given such D and a meromorphic function f on C/Z, f 6≡ 0, we denote
TD(f) := {F ∈ Hol(D/Z) : F = f · TτF on D ∩ (D − τ)} , (2.4)
SD(f) := {F ∈ Hol(D/Z) : F = f · S−1F on D ∩ (−D)} , (2.5)
where F = f · TτF and F = f · S−1F are understood as equalities of meromorphic functions. We
regard TD(f) and SD(f) as complex vector spaces; this generalizes the notation used in Section 1.
Next, we extend the notation (x; q)n :=
∏n−1
k=0
(
1− xqk) from Section 1 to all n ∈ Z by setting
∀n < 0, 1
(x; q)n
:=
(qnx; q)
(x; q)
= (qnx; q)−n . (2.6)
The point of this convention is to extend the relation (x; q)n+1 = (1 − x)(qx; q)n to all n ∈ Z. As
before, we write (x; q) := limn→∞(x; q)n, implying that (x; q) ∈ TC(1 − x). The double product
〈x; q〉 := (x; q)(q/x; q) is commonly referred to as a modified theta function, and often found in
literature as 〈x; q〉∞ [20] or θ(x; q) [28, (11.2.1)]. It shortly follows that
〈
αxd; qd
〉 ∈ TC (−αxd) for
any α ∈ C×, a symmetry which is crucial to most proofs of product identities. But more surprisingly,
if α = −sqb for s ∈ {±1} and b ∈ Z such that d | 2b, a short computation left to the reader shows
that
〈
αxd; qd
〉
also satisfies a simple S-type symmetry recorded in Table 1; these explain why the
basis vectors
[±qcxd; k] pair up in the quintuple, septuple and nonuple identities.
Function xd
(
αxd; qd
) (
βqdx−d; qd
)−1 〈−sqbxd; qd〉 [sqcxd; k]+ t[sqcxd; `]
T -Space TC
(
q−d
) TC (1− αxd) TH- (1− βx−d) TC (sqbxd) TC (sqcxd)
S-Space SC
(
x2d
)
– – SC
(
s1−2b/dxd−2b
) SC (txd−2c)
Table 1. Function spaces (b, c, d, k, ` ∈ Z, 1 ≤ d | 2b, k + ` = d− 2c; α, β ∈ C×, |β| ≥ |q|−d; s, t ∈ {±1}).
In taking products of such functions it is fairly easy to bookkeep the spaces TD(f) and SD(f)
involved, by simply multiplying the factors f therein. One can think of these factors as units of
measurement, which are multiplied in the left-hand sides of product identities (such as (1.1)–(1.4)),
and which must be homogeneous in the sums from the right-hand-sides. For completion, we also
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state three easy manipulations of infinite products, which may be used implicitly throughout the
paper: for any positive integer d, one has(
xd; qd
)
=
∏
ζd=1
(ζx; q) ,
〈
xd; qd
〉
=
∏
ζd=1
〈ζx; q〉 , (x; q) = d−1∏
j=0
(
qjx; qd
)
,
where ζ ranges over the dth complex roots of unity.
The notation
[
f ; k
]
will be used for certain canonical elements of TH-(f), generalizing the functions[
αxd; k
]
:=
∑
n∈Z α
nqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k from Section 1; see Proposition 3.13. By abuse of notation we
may write an expression depending on z in place of f , e.g.
[
f ; 0
]
=
[
qx2 − x; 0] when f(z) = qx2−x.
As a word of caution, this notation does not obey the rule of substitution in z, so for instance[
qx2 − x; 0](2z) 6= [qx4 − x2; 0]; the expression before the semicolon indicates a τ -quasiperiodicity
factor (e.g.,
[
qx2 − x; 0](z) = (qx2 − x) · [qx2 − x; 0](z + τ)), not an argument of the function.
Given a nonempty open horizontal strip S ⊂ C, a function F ∈ Hol(S/Z) and n ∈ Z, write
F̂ (n) :=
∫ w+1
w
F (z)e−2piinzdz, F (z) =
∑
n∈Z
F̂ (n)xn,
for any w ∈ S (the choice of w is irrelevant by contour-shifting). The Fourier series of F converges
absolutely and locally uniformly in S, so in particular we can multiply the Fourier series of two such
functions using the natural sum rearrangements. If F (z) is a Laurent polynomial in x, we write
degx F for its degree in x, i.e. the largest n such that F̂ (n) 6= 0.
Finally, we write
(
n
k
)
:= n(n−1) · · · (n−k+1)/k! for n ∈ Z and k ≥ 0, and 1P for the truth value
of a proposition P (e.g., 1x<y equals 1 whenever x < y, and 0 otherwise). We leave the notations
concerning generalized eta functions and mock theta functions to Sections 4.2 and 5.3.
3. Structure of the relevant function spaces and first applications
3.1. Dimensionality bounds. We start by generalizing the spaces TD(f).
Definition 3.1 (Extended quasiperiodic function spaces). Let D ⊂ C be a Z-invariant domain, m
a positive integer, and f1, . . . , fm meromorphic functions on C/Z (i.e., on C with period 1), with
fm 6≡ 0 (i.e., fm is not the zero function). We define the complex vector space
TD(f1, . . . , fm) := {F ∈ Hol(D/Z) : F = f1 · TτF + · · ·+ fm · TmτF} ,
where the equality holds as an identity of meromorphic functions on D ∩ (D− τ)∩ · · · ∩ (D−mτ).
More generally, given an m×m matrixM(z) whose entries are meromorphic functions on C/Z such
that detM(z) 6≡ 0, let
TD(M) :=
{
~F ∈ Hol(D/Z)m : ~F = M · Tτ ~F
}
,
where the equality holds as an identity of m meromorphic functions on D∩(D−τ), and (Tτ ~F )(z) =
~F (z + τ) as before. In particular, we have a linear bijection
TD (f1, . . . , fm) ∼= TD∩(D−τ)∩···∩(D−(m−1)τ)
 f1 f2 ··· fm−1 fm1 0 ··· 0 0. . .
0 0 ··· 1 0
 by F 7→
 FTτF...
T(m−1)τF
 .
While much of this paper is concerned with the spaces TD(f) (in fact, Section 4 only works with
TD
(
αxd
)
), we will encounter more general spaces TD(f1, . . . , fm) and TD(M) in Section 5.
Example 3.2 (Two-variable Rogers–Ramanujan fraction). Consider the entire 1-periodic function
F (z) :=
∑
n≥0 q
n2(q; q)−1n xn (this is χ(x/q) from [41, p. 329]). A short computation shows that
∀z ∈ C : F (z) = F (z + τ) + qxF (z + 2τ),
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so F = TτF + qxT2τF and thus F ∈ TC (1, qx). This vector space turns out to be one-dimensional,
which can be used to prove an identity due to Rogers generalizing the Rogers–Ramanujan identities
in (1.5); see Proposition 5.1. By iterating this functional equation in matrix form, one can also
recover the Rogers–Ramanujan continued fraction identity [41, p. 328 (4)],(
F (z)
F (z + τ)
)
=
∏
n≥1
(
1 qnx
1 0
)
·
(
1
1
)
⇐⇒ F (z)
F (z + τ)
= 1 +
qx
1 + q
2x
1+ q
3x
1+···
.
where the infinite product of matrices above is computed from the left to the right.
Example 3.3 (Line bundles and theta functions). Take D = C and m = 1 in Definition 3.1,
and let f be any invertible function in Hol(C/Z). For m,n ∈ Z and z ∈ C, define φmτ+n(z) as∏m−1
k=0 f(z + kτ)
−1 if m ≥ 0, and as ∏−1k=−m f(z + kτ) otherwise. Then (φγ)γ∈Γ form a system
of multipliers for the lattice Γ := Zτ + Z, meaning that they are holomorphic invertible and they
satisfy the cocycle condition φγ+δ(z) = φγ(z + δ)φδ(z) (see, for example, [10, §2.3]). Such a system
induces a holomorphic line bundle L ∼= (C × C)/Γ over C/Γ, where γ ∈ Γ acts on C × C by
γ(z, t) = (z + γ, φγ(z)t); a section of this line bundle has the form
C/Γ→ L ∼= (C× C) /Γ, z 7→ (z, F (z)),
where F ∈ Hol(C) satisfies F (z + γ) = φγ(z)F (z), and this reduces to F (z) = f(z)F (z + τ) by our
choice of {φγ}γ∈Γ. Hence the sections of L → C are canonically identified with the elements F of
TC(f), and these are called the theta functions associated to L. Canonical examples are Jacobi’s
theta functions (see [36] or [50, p. 464]), and more generally the functions
[
αxd; k
]
.
While the triple, quintuple, septuple, etc. products all lie in such vector spaces induced by invert-
ible functions f , allowing f to have zeros at the cost of reducing the domain of holomorphicity D of
F is essential for stating and proving results like Proposition 1.2, Theorem 1.3 or Theorem 1.4. If
D contains a horizontal strip of length ≥ Im τ (thus a copy of C/Γ), the more general spaces TD(f)
correspond similarly to meromorphic line bundles, while the spaces TD(M) (where M is an m×m
matrix) correspond to vector bundles of rank m (of the form E → C/Γ where E ∼= (C× Cm) /Γ)
and generalized (or non-abelian) theta functions (see [10, §6.2] or [31]). It can be helpful, however,
to consider smaller domains D not containing any copy of C/Γ, as we illustrate Proposition 3.26.
For the reader familiar with this language, the properties in the following lemma will come natu-
rally; e.g., Lemma 3.4.(iii) is motivated by the fact that multiplying a vector bundle by a line bundle
yields back a vector bundle of the same rank.
Lemma 3.4 (Basic facts about TD). Let F ∈ TD(f1, . . . , fm) and G ∈ TD(g) be as in Definition 3.1.
(i). If E is another Z-invariant domain and ∅ 6= D ⊂ E, then TE(f1, . . . , fm) ⊂ TD(f1, . . . , fm),
where a function in Hol(E/Z) is uniquely identified with its restriction to Hol(D/Z).
(ii). For w ∈ C, one has TwF ∈ TD−w (Twf1, . . . , Twfm).
(iii). Letting gn :=
∏m−1
j=0 Tjτg, one has FG ∈ TD (f1g1, f2g2, . . . , fmgm); so if m = 1, then
FG ∈ TD(f1g). Also, if G has no zeros in D, then G−1 ∈ TD(g−1).
(iv). If u ∈ Z, u ≥ 1 and D ∩ T−τD ∩ · · · ∩ T−uτD 6= ∅, then
SuG ∈ Tu−1D
(
u−1∏
j=0
SuTjτg
)
.
(v). If D contains an open horizontal strip of width > m · Im τ , then F has a meromorphic
continuation to all of C, which still satisfies F = F1 · TτF + · · ·+ fm · TmτF .
(vi). If D contains an open horizontal strip of width > Im τ , and 0 6= H ∈ TD(g), then G/H
extends to an elliptic function on C with periods 1, τ .
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Proof. Statements (i) and (ii) are immediate, while (iii) and (iv) follow by repeatedly applying (ii)
for w = jτ . For (v), let S ⊂ D be an open horizontal strip of width > m · Im τ ; then we can
iteratively define F := f1 · TτF + · · ·+ fm · TmτF on the strips S + nτ for n ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}, and
F := T−mτ
F − f1 · TτF − · · · − fmTmτF
fm
on S − nτ for n ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}; note that F is well-defined on C by the uniqueness of meromorphic
continuation. Finally, (vi) follows from (v) applied to G and H, and then (iii) applied for D′ =
C \ {poles of G, H or H−1} (one has H−1 ∈ TD′(g−1), and so G/H ∈ TD′(1)). 
Remark. By Lemma 3.4.(v), we can treat the elements of TD(f1, . . . , fm) as meromorphic functions
on C if D is wide enough; the same is true in more general spaces TD(M), where the continuation
requires inverting the matrix M . The restriction of holomorphicity on D, however, will be crucial.
Example 3.5 (Spaces given by constants). Suppose a domain D contains a horizontal strip S of
length > Im τ . Note that TD(1) = {F ∈ Hol(D) : F = T1F = TτF in D ∩ (D − τ)}.
The proof of Lemma 3.4.(ii) then shows that any function F ∈ TD(1) can be continued to an
entire elliptic function on C, thus a constant. More generally, if f1 ≡ α is any nonzero constant,
then for F ∈ TD(α), considering the Fourier series of F (z) = αF (z + τ) in S ∩ (S − τ) 6= ∅ yields
F̂ (n) = αqnF̂ (n)
for any n ∈ Z. So if α = q−n for some n ∈ Z, we find that TD(α) is one-dimensional, spanned by
xk; otherwise, TD(α) = {0}. We give a more general upper bound for dim TD in Proposition 3.6.
Proposition 3.6 (Upper bounds for dim TD). Let P0(z), P1(z), . . . , Pm(z) be complex polynomials in
x = e2piiz with P0 6= 0 and
(
P̂0(0), . . . , P̂m(0)
) 6= (0, . . . , 0), and let d := max(degx P0, . . . ,degx Pm).
For 1 ≤ j ≤ m, take fj := Pj/P0. Suppose D ⊂ C is a Z-invariant domain, containing an open
horizontal strip S of width > m · Im τ . Letting V := TD (f1, . . . , fm), the following hold true.
(i). One has dimV ≤ d+m.
(ii). For n ∈ Z, denote An := P0 − qnP1 − · · · − qmnPm. Assume additionally that ∃n0 ∈ Z,
∀n ≥ n0 + d : Ân(0) 6= 0 and ∀n < n0 : Ân(d) 6= 0.
Then one has dimV ≤ d, with equality iff ∀k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1}, ∃Fk ∈ V such that
F̂k(j) = 1j=n0+k in S, ∀j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1},
In this case, {F0, . . . , Fd−1} is a (uniquely determined) basis of V .
Example 3.7. For m = 1, P0(z) = 1 and P1(z) = α ∈ C×, part (i) implies that dim TD(α) ≤ 1
whenever D contains a horizontal strip of width > Im τ . If α 6∈ {qn : n ∈ Z}, then in part (ii) we
have An(z) = 1− αqn, so any choice of n0 yields dim TD(α) = 0. This recovers Example 3.5.
Example 3.8. For m = 2, P0(z) = P1(z) = 1 and P2(z) = qx, we have An(z) = 1 − qn − q2n+1x.
Hence using n0 = 0 in Proposition 3.6.(ii), we find that dim TH+(1, qx) ≤ 1. In Example 3.2 we
found a nonzero element G of this space, so it must be the unique such function up to scalars.
Proof of Proposition 3.6. For F ∈ TD(f1, . . . , fm), we have F = f1 ·TτF + · · ·+ fm ·TmτF and thus
P0 · F = P1 · TτF + · · ·+ Pm · TmτF . Taking the Fourier series in S ∩ (S −mτ) 6= ∅ then yields
∀n ∈ Z :
d∑
k=0
P̂0(k)F̂ (n− k) =
m∑
j=1
d∑
k=0
P̂j(k)q
j(n−k)F̂ (n− k),
which rearranges (by subtracting the right side from the left side and swapping sums) to
d∑
k=0
Ân−k(k)F̂ (n− k) = 0. (3.1)
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If d = 0, we find that F̂ (n) = 0 whenever Ân(0) 6= 0. So (ii) holds trivially since if all Ân(0) 6= 0,
we must have F = 0. For statement (i), note that one can have Ân(0) = 0 for at most m values
of n, say among {n1, . . . , nm}, since Ân(0) is a nonzero polynomial in qn of degree ≤ m. Hence V
injects linearly into a subspace of Cm by the map F 7→ (F̂ (n1), . . . , F̂ (nm)), proving dimV ≤ m.
Now assume that d ≥ 1. When Ân(0) 6= 0, (3.1) implies that F̂ (n) is a linear function of
F̂ (n−1), . . . , F̂ (n−d). Similarly, when Ân(d) 6= 0, F̂ (n) is a linear function of F̂ (n+1), . . . , F̂ (n+d).
Hence under the assumption of (ii), V injects linearly into Cd by F 7→ (F̂ (n0), . . . , F̂ (n0 + d− 1)),
proving that dimV = d with equality iff each standard basis vector of Cd is attained by this injection;
the preimages of these vectors correspond to F0, . . . , Fd−1.
To prove (i), note as before that Ân(0) and Ân(d) can each be zero for at most m values of n
(since Ân(d) is also a polynomial in qn of degree ≤ m, which is not constantly 0 by the definition
of d). Say that Ân(d) has zeros only if n ∈ {n1, . . . , nm}, and let N ∈ Z be large enough such that
Ân(0) 6= 0 for all n ≥ N + d. Then by our previous reasoning, V injects linearly into Cd+m by
F 7→ (F̂ (N), . . . , F̂ (N + d− 1), F̂ (n1), . . . , F̂ (nm)), proving dimV ≤ d+m. 
Remark. The bound in Proposition 3.6.(i) may be sharpened by determining the zeros of Ân(0) and
Ân(d) in particular cases. Also, the linear relation in (3.1) gives a formula for the Fourier coefficients
F̂k(n) (for k ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1} and n ∈ Z) in terms of finite matrix products; however, applications
will require alternative formulae for Fk, which we give in Section 3.2.
It is now convenient to briefly study the relationship between the TD and SD spaces; recall (2.5).
Lemma 3.9 (Basic facts about SD). Let D be a Z-invariant domain and f, g be meromorphic
functions on C/Z.
(i). If F ∈ SD(f) and G ∈ SD(g), then FG ∈ SD(fg).
(ii). If D ∩ (−D) 6= ∅ and SD(g) 6= {0}, then one has g(z)g(−z) = 1 wherever defined.
(iii). If D ∩ (−D) ∩ (D − τ) ∩ (−D − τ) 6= ∅ and TD(f) ∩ SD(g) 6= {0}, then wherever defined,
f(z)f(−z − τ) = g(z)g(−z − τ).
Proof. Statement (i) is clear, and (ii) follows by iterating the functional equation of any F ∈ SD(f)
with F 6= 0; note that having f(z)f(−z) = 1 on a nonempty open set extends to f(z)f(−z) = 1
everywhere. For (iii), let F ∈ TD(f) ∩ SD(g) \ {0}, and use these two symmetries of F to obtain
g(z)F (−z) = F (z) = f(z)F (z + τ)
= f(z)g(z + τ)F (−z − τ) = f(z)g(z + τ)f(−z − τ)F (−z),
as an identity of meromorphic functions in z ∈ D ∩ (−D) ∩ (D − τ) ∩ (−D − τ). Since this is a
nonempty open set and F is not the zero function, we can cancel F (−z) and multiply by g(−z− τ)
to obtain the desired claim (note that g(z+ τ)g(−z− τ) = 1 as meromorphic functions by (ii)). 
Remark. A choice of meromorphic functions f , g which satisfy the conditions in Lemma 3.9.(ii)-(iii)
is given by f(z) = ±qcxd and g(z) = ±xd−2c, for c, d ∈ Z. These come up in the next result.
Proposition 3.10 (Spaces given by monomials). Let d be any integer, and D be a Z-invariant
domain containing an open horizontal strip S of width > Im τ .
(i) For any α ∈ C× (which may depend on the fixed q), one has
dim TD
(
αxd
)
=

d, d > 0,
1α∈{qn:n∈Z}, d = 0,
0, d < 0.
Moreover, for d ≥ 0, any F ∈ TC
(
αxd
) \ {0} has exactly d zeros (counting multiplicities) in
every fundamental region {w − t− uτ : t, u ∈ [0, 1)}, for w ∈ C.
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(ii) For c ∈ Z and s, t ∈ {±1},
dim
(
TC
(
sqcxd
) ∩ SC(txd−2c)) = max(1 + ⌊d
2
⌋
− 12|d1t=−1 − 1st=−1, 0
)
. (3.2)
So for d ∈ {1, 2}, one obtains TC (sqcx) ⊂ SC
(
sx1−2c
)
and TC
(
qcx2
) ⊂ SC (x2−2c). More-
over, all elements of TC
(
sqcxd
) ∩ SC(txd−2c) have common zeros at:
z = mτ + n, if t = −1,
z = mτ + n+ 12 , if t = (−1)d+1,
z =
(
m+ 12
)
τ + n2 , if st = −1, ∀m,n ∈ Z.
Remark. The content of this proposition generalizes that of Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 from [33], which
take D = C, t = −1, c = 0, d > 0 and d odd for the second part. The case d > 0 from (i) is also
generalized by [10, Theorem 3.5] in the language of line bundles.
Proof. For part (i), case d = 0 was settled in Example 3.5. If d < 0, suppose that dim TD
(
αxd
) 6= 0,
and let 0 6= F ∈ TD
(
αxd
)
. Then as in (3.1) we have F̂ (n) = αqn−dF̂ (n− d) for all n ∈ Z. Fixing a
nonzero Fourier coefficient F̂ (n0), we find inductively that F̂ (n0−nd) grows on the order of qdn2/2,
which contradicts the convergence of the Fourier series of F anywhere since
∣∣qd∣∣ > 1.
Now suppose that d > 0. Take m = 1, P0(z) = 1 and P1(z) = αxd in Proposition 3.6, and
consider An(z) = 1−αqnxd. We have Ân(0) 6= 0 and Ân(d) 6= 0 for all n ∈ Z, so Proposition 3.6.(ii)
yields that dim TD
(
αxd
) ≤ d, with equality iff there exist {Fk}0≤k<d ⊂ TD (αxd) such that
F̂k(j) = 1j=k, ∀j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1}, (3.3)
where the Fourier series are taken in S. Such functions are the canonical basis vectors from Section 1,{[
αxd; k
]}
0≤k<d
=
{∑
n∈Z
αnqd(
n
2)+kjnxdn+k
}
0≤k<d
,
given by locally uniformly convergent Fourier series in z ∈ C ⊃ D. Thus these are entire 1-periodic
functions satisfying
[
αxd; k
]
(z) = αxd
[
αxd; k
]
(z + τ) and (3.3), proving that dim TD
(
αxd
)
= d. In
fact, for any k ∈ Z, [αxd; k] has nonzero Fourier coefficients only at multiples of d plus k, so the
functions {[αxd; kj]}0≤j<d give a basis of TD (αxd) for any complete residue system {k0, . . . , kd−1}
modulo d. Since we have TC
(
αxd
) ⊂ TD (αxd) by Lemma 3.4.(i), the equality of dimensions forces
an equality of vector spaces; i.e. each function in TD
(
αxd
)
can be holomorphically continued to C.
Concerning the claim about zeros in (i), the case d = 0 is immediate since then F can only be
a scalar multiple of xn for some n ∈ Z. For d > 0, note that 〈−αxd; qd〉 ∈ TC (αxd) has zeros
whenever xd = −α−1qnd for n ∈ Z, thus exactly d zeros in any fundamental region as in part (i).
Since the ratio of any two nonzero functions in TC
(
αxd
)
is an elliptic function (by Lemma 3.4.(vi)),
the same is true for any F ∈ TC
(
αxd
) \ {0}.
For part (ii), the case d ≤ 0 is easily verified, so take d > 0. We can also assume WLOG that
c = 0 due to the linear bijection given by multiplication by xc,
TC
(
sqcxd
) ∩ SC(txd−2c) xc−→ TC(sxd) ∩ SC(txd),
which also preserves canonical bases and zeros; note that xc ∈ TC (q−c) ∩ SC
(
x2c
)
. A quick com-
putation shows that S−1
[
sxd; k
]
= x−d
[
sxd; d− k] for k ∈ Z (using that s ∈ {±1}), and so[
sxd; k
]
+ t
[
sxd; d− k] ∈ SC (txd) as anticipated in Table 1. In fact, we claim that the functions{[
sxd; k
]
+ t
[
sxd; d− k]}
0≤k≤bd/2c
(3.4)
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span TC
(
sxd
) ∩ SC (txd). Indeed, any F ∈ TC (sxd) can be written as ∑d−1k=0 F̂ (k)[sxd; k] and∑d
k=1 F̂ (k)
[
sxd; k
]
, by identifying Fourier coefficients in two basis representations of F . Hence
F =
1
2
d−1∑
k=0
(
F̂ (k)
[
sxd; k
]
+ F̂ (d− k)[sxd; d− k]) .
Assuming additionally that F ∈ SC
(
txd
)
, we find that F̂ (k) = tF̂ (d − k) by identifying Fourier
series, and thus F is spanned by the sums in (3.4). Since
[
sxd; k
]
+
[
sxd; d− k] has null Fourier
coefficients anywhere else other than at multiples of d plus-minus k, it is clear that the vectors in (3.4)
are linearly independent provided that they are nonzero. But to have
[
sxd; k
]
+ t
[
sxd; d− k] = 0
we would need in particular that k ≡ d − k (mod d), so k ∈ {0, d/2}. Treating these two cases
separately leads to the two terms subtracted from 1 + bd/2c in (3.2). For d ∈ {1, 2} one has
1 + bd/2c = d, so for the right choices of s, t ∈ {±1} one can force an equality of vector spaces
TC
(
sqcxd
) ∩ SC (txd−2c) = TC (sqcxd), proving the claimed inclusions.
Finally, for the statement about common zeros in (ii), consider the maps
TC
(−sxd−1) ∩ SC(xd−1) TC(sxd) ∩ SC(−xd),
TC
(
sxd−1
) ∩ SC((−1)d+1xd−1) TC(sxd) ∩ SC((−1)d+1xd),
TC
(−sxd−2) ∩ SC(−sxd−2) TC(sxd) ∩ SC(−sxd),
〈x;q〉
〈−x;q〉
x〈qx2;q2〉
where we used that 〈±x; q〉 ∈ TC (∓x) ∩ SC (∓x) and x
〈
qx2; q2
〉 ∈ TC (−x2) ∩ SC (x2). These are
injective linear maps of vector spaces of equal finite dimensions by (3.2) (e.g., for the first map both
spaces have dimension max (b(d+ 1)/2c − 1s=1, 0)). Thus the three maps above are bijections, and
determining the zeros of 〈x; q〉, 〈−x; q〉 and 〈qx2; q2〉 completes our proof. 
Corollary 3.11. For c, d ∈ Z with d ≥ 1, the map
TC
(−qcxd) ∩ SC(xd−2c) TC(qcxd−2) ∩ SC(xd−2−2c)x−1〈qx2;q2〉−1
which divides by x
〈
qx2; q2
〉
, is a bijection of bd/2c-dimensional vector spaces. If d is odd,
TC
(−qcxd) ∩ SC(xd−2c) TC(qcxd−2) ∩ SC(xd−2c−2) TC(qcxd−3) ∩ SC(xd−2c−3)
TC
(−qcxd−1) ∩ SC(xd−2c−1)
x−1〈qx2;q2〉−1
〈−x;q〉−1
〈−x;q〉−1
x−1〈qx2;q2〉−1
give more such bijections by multiplicative factors.
Proposition 3.12 (Spaces given by polynomials). Suppose f(z) is a Laurent polynomial in x = e2piiz
with degx f = d ≥ 1, such that f(z) has no zeros in {Im z < −Im τ}. Then one has
dim TH- (f) = d and dim TC (f) ≤ d,
and if d ≥ 2, equality is reached in the right side if and only if f is a monomial in x. Moreover,
any nonzero F ∈ TH-(f) has exactly d zeros (counting multiplicity) in any fundamental region
{w − t− uτ : t, u ∈ [0, 1)}, for w ∈ H−.
Proof. Write f(z) = αxd · g(−z), where α = f̂(d) and g(z) is a polynomial in x with free coefficient
ĝ(0) = 1. Then consider the function
G(z) :=
∏
n≥1
g(−z + nτ) =
∏
n≥1
(
1 + ĝ(1)qnx−1 + ĝ(2)q2nx−2 + · · · ) ,
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where the product converges locally uniformly in C (given that
∑
n≥1 q
n converges); note that G
is designed to satisfy G(z)g(−z) = G(z + τ), hence G ∈ TC
(
g(−z)−1). Moreover, since f(z) is
nonzero on {Im z < −Im τ}, each g(−z+ nτ) is nonzero on {Im z < (n− 1)Im τ}, so G is nonzero
on {Im z < 0} = H− by standard properties of infinite products, and thus G−1 ∈ TH- (g(−z)).
Applying Lemma 3.4.(iii) twice, we find that multiplication by G(z) induces a bijective linear map
TH-(f) · G(z)−−−−→ TH-
(
αxd
)
= TC
(
αxd
)
, (3.5)
proving dim TH-(f) = dim TC
(
αxd
)
= d by Proposition 3.10. By Lemma 3.4.(i), this immediately
implies that dim TC(f) ≤ d. Now say f(z) is not a monomial in x, so it must have a zero z0 ∈ C,
which results in a zero w0 of G(z). For k ∈ Z, consider the product
Fk(z) := x
k
〈−αqkxd; qd〉 ∈ TC(q−k · αqkxd) = TC(αxd).
Then F0(z) has zeros precisely when −αxd = qnd for some n ∈ Z, i.e. when z = u+ (dnτ + 2mpii)/d
for somem ∈ Z and a fixed u ∈ C. Hence Fk(z) = xkF0(z+kτ/d) = 0 iff z = u+((dn−k)+2mpii)/d
for some m ∈ Z, which implies that Fj and Fk have no common zeros when j 6≡ k (mod d). So
assuming d ≥ 2, there is some Fj with Fj(w0) 6= 0, which implies that
Fj ·G−1 ∈ TH-(f) \ TC(f) ⇒ dim TC(f) < d.
This settles the equality case of dim TC(f) ≤ d (together with Proposition 3.10.(i)). The state-
ment about zeros in fundamental regions of H− follows from the analogous statement in Proposi-
tion 3.10.(i) and the bijection in (3.5) (since G has no zeros in H−). 
Remark. Combining Corollary 3.11 with the inclusion TC
(
qx2
) ⊂ SC(1) from Proposition 3.10, and
the map in (3.5), we obtain bijections by multiplicative factors
TC
(−qx5) ∩ SC(x3) TC(qx2) TH-(qx2 − x)
TC
(−qx4) ∩ SC(x2) TH-(qx2 − q−1)
x−1([−qx3;0]+[−qx3;1])−1 (q;q)(x−1;q)−1
(q;q)(x−2;q2)
−1x−1[−qx2;0]−1
where we used that
(
q2; q2
) 〈
qx2; q2
〉
=
[−qx2; 0] and (q; q) 〈−x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉 = [−qx3; 0]+[−qx3; 1]
by (1.1) and (1.2) with adequate substitutions. What is special about the two resulting bi-
jections (following the top and the bottom maps above) is that they preserve canonical bases:{[−qx5; 1]+ [−qx5; 2], [−qx5; 0]+ [−qx5; 3]} go to {[qx2 − x; 0], [qx2 − x; 1]} by the top chain
of maps, while
{[−qx4; 1], [−qx4; 0]+ [−qx4; 2]} go to {[qx2 − q−1; 0], [qx2 − q−1; 1]} by the bot-
tom one. This is the content of our main results in Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.
Figure 2. Plots of
[−qx5; 1] + [−qx5; 2] (left) and (q; q) (x−1; q) [qx2 − x; 0] (right) on
{Re z, Im z ∈ [0, 1)}, for τ = i (using domain coloring; plot made in Wolfram Mathematica).
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As predicted by Proposition 3.10.(i),
[−qx5; 1]+ [−qx5; 2] ∈ TC (−qx5) ∩ SC (x3) has five zeros
in the fundamental region {t+ uτ : t, u ∈ [0, 1)}. Three of these zeros, at z ∈ {1/2, τ/2, (1 + τ)/2},
correspond to the zeros of
[−qx3; 0]+[−qx3; 1] and are eliminated by the bijection in Corollary 3.11;
the remaining two nontrivial zeros coincide with the zeros of
(
x−1; q
) [
qx2 − x; 0] ∈ TC (qx2), as
seen in Figure 2. For τ = i, the nontrivial zeros lie approximately 0.24657 + 0.5i and 0.75343 + 0.5i;
note that they sum up to 1+i since
(
x−1; q
) [
qx2 − x; 0] has a symmetry by a nonzero multiplicative
factor at z 7→ 1 + τ − z (by combining 1-periodicity with the symmetries from TC
(
qx2
) ⊂ SC(1)).
3.2. Canonical basis vectors. We are now ready to define the promised generalization of the
functions
[
αxd; k
]
,
[
qx2 − x; k] and [qx2 − q−1; k] from Section 1 (and to show in particular that
the latter two functions are well-defined).
Proposition 3.13 (Canonical basis). Let f(z) be a polynomial in x = e2piiz with degx f = d ≥ 1,
such that f(z) has no zeros in {Im z < −Im τ}, and f̂(0) 6∈ {q−n : n ≥ d}. Then TH-(f) has a
canonical basis {[f ; k]}0≤k<d uniquely determined by[̂
f ; k
]
(j) = 1j=k in H−, ∀j, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1}.
Proof. Proposition 3.12 implies that dim TH-(f) = d, so we aim to apply the ‘only if’ part of the
equality case in Proposition 3.6.(ii). We have P0(z) = 1 and P1(z) = f(z), so for all n ∈ Z,
An(z) = P0(z)− qnP1(z) = 1− qn
(
f̂(0) + f̂(1)x+ · · ·+ f̂(d)xd
)
.
Our assumptions imply that Ân(0) = 1− qnf̂(0) 6= 0 for all n ≥ d, and Ân(d) = qnf̂(d) 6= 0 for all
n ∈ Z. Hence using n0 = 0, the conditions of Proposition 3.6.(ii) are fulfilled. 
Remark. In the proof of Proposition 3.12, dividing the canonical basis of TC
(
αxd
)
by G(z) yields a
basis of TH-(f), but this usually differs from the canonical basis {
[
f ; k
]}0≤k<d (when well-defined);
in fact, computing the relationship between these two bases is one of the main difficulties in proving
Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. The advantage of expressing product identities in terms of the canonical
basis is that for any F ∈ TH-(f), by identifying Fourier coefficients one can write
F =
d−1∑
k=0
F̂ (k)
[
f ; k
]
, (3.6)
and the coefficients {F̂ (k)}k may be objects of interest (in Proposition 5.4 for example, they are
the two Rogers–Ramanujan series from (1.5)). In particular, if f(z) is a second-degree polynomial
in x with no zeros in {Im z < −Im τ} and f̂(0) 6∈ {q−n : n ≥ 2}, Propositions 3.12 and 3.13 imply
that dim TC(f) ≤ 1 and dim TH-(f) = 2, with a basis {
[
f ; 0
]
,
[
f ; 1
]}. So if we are given an entire
function F ∈ TC(f), it must be unique up to a scalar, and it is natural to express it as in (3.6); this
is the subject of Proposition 1.2 for f(z) = qx2 − x.
Example 3.14. For f(z) = qx2 − x and k ∈ {0, 1}, [qx2 − x; k] is a well-defined holomorphic
function in H− by Proposition 3.12. By Lemma 3.4.(v), it can be continued meromorphically to C,
with simple poles at z = nτ+m for n,m ∈ Z with n ≥ 0; these poles are cancelled when multiplying
by
(
x−1; q
)
, as expected since we know
(
x−1; q
) [
qx2 − x; k] ∈ TC (qx2) is entire. Using (1.1), (1.2),
and our main result in Theorem 1.3, one can easily compute the residues of these functions at the
periodic poles z ∈ Z; up to a factor of 2pii, these are
lim
x→1
(x− 1)[qx2 − x; k] = {〈q; q5〉−1 , k = 0,〈
q2; q5
〉−1
, k = 1,
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which is consistent with the pole cancellation in Proposition 1.2. One can also verify this numerically
as an identity of q-series: expand F (z) :=
[
qx2 − x; k] = ∑n∈Z F̂ (n)xn in H− and write
lim
x→1
(x− 1)[qx2 − x; k] = lim
n→−∞ F̂ (n),
since (x−1)[qx2 − x; k] has the Fourier series∑n∈Z (F̂ (n−1)−F̂ (n))xn in {Im z < Im τ} ⊃ Z, and
F̂ (n)→ 0 as n→∞ (note that∑n∈Z F̂ (n)xn converges absolutely for z ∈ H−, i.e. |x| > 1). Indeed,
11
10
9 -1 -1 -1
8 1 1 1 2 1 2 1
7 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
6 1 1 1 1 1
5 -1 -1 -1
4 1 1
3 -1
2 1
1
0 1
-1 1
-2 1 1
-3 1 1 1
-4 1 1 1 1 1
-5 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
-6 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1
-7 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 1
-8 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 1 1
-9 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 1 1
-10 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 2 1
-11 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 6 7 7 8 8 9 8 9 8 8 7 7 5
-12 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 9 10 11 11 12 12 13 12 12 11
-13 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10 11 13 13 15 15 17 17 18 17
-14 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 14 15 17 18 20 21 23 23
-15 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 12 13 15 16 19 20 23 24 27 28
-16 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 12 14 16 17 20 22 25 27 30 32
-17 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 12 14 17 18 21 23 27 29 33 35
-18 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 12 14 17 19 22 24 28 31 35 38
-19 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 12 14 17 19 23 25 29 32 37 40
-20 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 12 14 17 19 23 26 30 33 38 42
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Table 2. 2D Fourier coefficients of
[
qx2 − x; 0] in H− (coeff. of xmqn shown on line m, column n).
we have
〈
q; q5
〉−1
= 1+q+q2 +q3 +2q4 +2q5 +3q6 +3q7 +4q8 +5q9 +6q10 + · · · , which is approached
by the coefficients of x−n for large n in Table 2 (these are related to the coefficients bn+1(q) from
[26]). Expansions of
(
x−1; q
) [
qx2 − x; k] in the canonical basis of TC (qx2), leading to the proof of
Theorem 1.3, are given in Theorem 5.2; there is an analogous story for
(
x−2; q2
) [
qx2 − q−1; k] in
Theorem 5.5, which is equivalent to Theorem 1.4. Another example concerns f(z) = qx2−2x+q−1,
where the basis vector
[
qx2 − 2x+ q−1; 1] turns out to be entire; the relevant identity here is
x(qx; q)2 =
[
qx2 − 2x+ q−1; 1],
which follows since both sides lie in TH-
(
qx2 − 2x+ q−1) and satisfy F̂ (0) = 0 and F̂ (1) = 1. By
contrast,
[
qx2 − 2x+ q−1; 0] can be shown to have double poles at z = nτ +m for n,m ∈ Z, n ≥ 0,
which are cancelled in the multiplication by G(z) =
(
x−1; q
)2.
With this motivation, we seek exact formulae for
[
f ; k
]
, covering at least the canonical basis
vectors in Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4. The next two propositions provide such results for two
kinds of polynomials f ; both generalize the original formula
[
αxd; k
]
=
∑
n∈Z α
nqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k.
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Proposition 3.15 (Formulae for canonical vectors, first kind). Suppose f(z) = αxd + β is a
polynomial in x of degree d ≥ 1 and free coefficient β ∈ C \ {q−n : n ≥ d}, such that f(z) 6= 0 in
{Im z < −Im τ}. Then for 0 ≤ k < d, one has[
αxd + β; k
]
=
∑
n∈Z
αn
qd(
n
2)+kn
(βqd+k; qd)n
xdn+k =
[
αxd; k
]
(βqd+k; qd) (−α−1βx−dqd; qd) . (3.7)
Proof. Note that
(
βqd+k; qd
)
n
has no zeros for n ≥ 0 by our assumption on β, and in fact we have(
βqd+k; qd
)−1
n
= 1 + O(q) = O(1) for n ≥ 0; hence the coefficients of xdn+k in the middle series
above decrease like qdn2/2. For n < 0, we defined
(
βqd+k; qd
)
n
=
(
βqd+k−dn; qd
)−1
−n, and thus
αnqd(
n
2)+kn(
βqd+k; qd
)
n
= αnqd(
n
2)+kn
|n|∏
j=1
(
1− βqd+k−dj
)
= α−|n|qd(
|n|+1
2 )−k|n| ·O
(
|β||n||q|
∑|n|
j=1(d+k−dj)
)
= O
(
|qdβ/α||n|
)
.
assuming without loss of generality that β 6= 0 (when the given series coincides with [αxd; k]). But
since αxd + β 6= 0 in the range {Im z < −Im τ} (when |xd| spans (|q|−d,+∞)), we must have
|β/α| ≤ |q|−d, i.e. |qdβ/α| ≤ 1. Hence the bound above reduces to O(1).
This shows that the middle series in (3.7) converges absolutely and locally uniformly to a holo-
morphic function R(z) for z ∈ H− (using that |x−1| < 1 to bound ∑n<0 xdn+k, and the quadratic-
exponent decrease of qdn(n−1)/2xn for n ≥ 0). We clearly have R̂(j) = 1j=k for 0 ≤ j < d, so to
prove the first equality in (3.7) it remains to show that R ∈ TH-(αxd + β). Indeed, we have(
αxd + β
)
R(z + τ) =
∑
n∈Z
αn+1
qd(
n+1
2 )+k(n+1)
(βqd+k; qd)n
xd(n+1)+k + β
∑
n∈Z
αn
qd(
n+1
2 )+k(n+1)
(βqd+k; qd)n
xdn+k
=
∑
n∈Z
αn
qd(
n
2)+kn
(βqd+k; qd)n
xdn+k
(
1− βqd+k+d(n−1) + βqdn+k
)
= R(z).
For the second equality in (3.7), we require two simple identities that will be proven (non-circularly)
in the next subsection: (3.10) and (3.11). For z ∈ H−, consider the function
F (z) :=
[
αxd; k
]
(−α−1βx−dqd; qd)
by (3.11)
===
∑
n∈Z
αnqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k ·
∑
n≥0
1
(qd; qd)n
(−α−1βx−dqd)n.
We have F ∈ TH-
(
αxd
(
1 + α−1βx−d
))
= TH-
(
αxd + β
)
by Table 1, and thus F has a basis repre-
sentation as in (3.6). But by multiplying out the Fourier series above, we see that
∀j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d− 1} : F̂ (j) =
0, j 6= k,∑
n≥0
q
d(n2)
(qd;qd)
n
(−βqd+k)n , j = k,
and the latter sum reduces to
(
βqd+k; qd
)
by (3.10). We thus have F (z) =
(
βqd+k; qd
) [
αxd + β; k
]
,
completing our proof. 
Corollary 3.16. For |y| ≤ |q|−1, the canonical basis vectors of TH-
(
qx2 − y) are[
qx2 − y; 0] = ∑
n∈Z
qn
2
(−q2y; q2)n
x2n =
[
qx2; 0
]
(−q2y; q2) (qx−2y; q2) ,
[
qx2 − y; 1] = ∑
n∈Z
qn
2+n
(−q3y; q2)n
x2n+1 =
[
qx2; 1
]
(−q3y; q2) (qx−2y; q2) .
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Remark. Since we know that
[
αxd + β; k
]
exists based on more abstract arguments (recall the proof
of Proposition 3.13), we could have identified its Fourier series in (3.7) directly from the recurrence
relation in (3.1). However, the first part of the proof of Proposition 3.15 is instructive for the next
proposition, where the analogous summation is usually not a Fourier series; also, the fact that the
conditions of Proposition 3.13 barely make the series in (3.7) converge shows that they are sharp.
Proposition 3.17 (Formulae for canonical vectors, second kind). Suppose f(z) is a polynomial in
x of degree d ≥ 1 with null free coefficient, and that f(z) has no zeros in {Im z < −Im τ}. Write
f(z) = αxdg(−z), where α = f̂(d), and let G(z) := ∏n≥1 g(−z + nτ). Then for 0 ≤ k < d,[
f ; k
]
=
∑
n∈Z
αnqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k
G (z + (n− 1)τ)
G(z)
gk (−z − (n− 1)τ) , (3.8)
where gk(z) :=
∑k
j=0 ĝ(j)x
j is the truncation of g to degree ≤ k. In particular, for degx g ≤ k < d,[
f ; 0
]
=
∑
n∈Z
αnqd(
n
2)xdn
G(z + (n− 1)τ)
G(z)
and
[
f ; k
]
=
∑
n∈Z
αnqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k
G(z + nτ)
G(z)
.
Remark. For degx g ≤ k < d, if R(z) denotes the right-hand side of (3.8), then x−kR(z) is precisely
the second construction in (2.1) for the factor qkf(z).
Proof. First, recall from the proof of Proposition 3.12 that G ∈ TC
(
g(−z)−1) is well-defined and
multiplication by G induces a bijection TH-(f) → TH-(αxd) as in (3.5). We leave to the reader to
verify that the series in the right-hand side of (3.8) converges absolutely and locally uniformly for
z ∈ H− to a function R(z), which is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.15; the fact that f̂(0) = 0
and thus degx g ≤ d− 1 is crucial here, to ensure that R̂(n) decreases like qcn2 as n→∞ for some
c > 0. Now R(z)G(z) is just a twisted version of the series
∑
n∈Z α
nqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k in the sense of
(2.3); thus R ·G ∈ TH-
(
αxd
)
, and so R ∈ TH-(f).
It remains to identify the Fourier coefficients R̂(j) for 0 ≤ j < d. Note that the Fourier expansions
of G(z+ (n− 1)τ)/G(z) and gk(−z− (n− 1)τ) only contain negative powers of x, so only the terms
n ≥ 0 in (3.8) contribute to the Fourier coefficients {R̂(j)}0≤j<d. But for n ≥ 1, one has
xdn+k
G (z + (n− 1)τ)
G(z)
gk (−z − (n− 1)τ) = xdn+k
(
0∏
j=2−n
g(−z + jτ)
)(
k∑
j=0
ĝ(j)
(
qn−1x
)−j )
,
which only contains powers of x with exponents ≥ dn+ k− (d− 1)(n− 1)− k ≥ d. Hence the only
relevant term is the one given by n = 0, which is
xk
G(z − τ)
G(z)
gk(−z + τ) = xk gk(−z + τ)
g(−z + τ) = x
k − xk g(−z + τ)− gk(−z + τ)
g(−z + τ) .
But by the definition of gk, the difference g(−z + τ) − gk(−z + τ) only contains powers of x with
exponents less than −k. We conclude that R̂(j) = 1j=k for 0 ≤ j < d, and thus R =
[
f ; k
]
. 
Corollary 3.18. For |y| ≤ 1, the canonical basis vectors of TH-
(
qx2 − yx) are[
qx2 − yx; 0] = ∑
n∈Z
qn
2
x2n
(q−n+1x−1y; q)
(x−1y; q)
,
[
qx2 − yx; 1] = ∑
n∈Z
qn
2+nx2n+1
(q−nx−1y; q)
(x−1y; q)
.
3.3. How to identify two functions in the same space. In proving identities of functions in a
finite-dimensional space TD(f1, . . . , fm), one natural approach is to identify enough Fourier coeffi-
cients. We start with a fact that was implicit in a previous proof, but which is worth emphasizing.
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Lemma 3.19 (Fourier identification). Suppose TD(f1, . . . , fm), S ⊂ D, d ≥ 1 and n0 ∈ Z are as
in the hypothesis of Proposition 3.6.(ii). Then given F,G ∈ TD(f1, . . . , fm), one has F = G iff
F̂ (k) = Ĝ(k) for all k ∈ {n0, n0 + 1, . . . , n0 + d− 1} (taking Fourier series in the strip S). If d = 1
and the limits below exist and are nonzero, one also has
F = G ⇐⇒ lim
n→∞ F̂ (n) = limn→∞ Ĝ(n).
Proof. In the proof of Proposition 3.6.(ii), we showed (using the linear relation of Fourier coefficients
(3.1)) that TD(f1, . . . , fm) injects into Cd by F 7→
(
F̂ (n0), . . . , F̂ (n0+d−1)
)
, proving the first claim.
Note that this does not require an equality in dim TD(f1, . . . , fm) ≤ d.
For the second claim, having d = 1 implies that dim TD(f1, . . . , fm) ≤ 1 by Proposition 3.6.(ii),
which easily establishes the desired equivalence. 
To showcase the use of Lemma 3.19, we further prove two results which imply Jacobi’s triple
product identity and which will be helpful in Sections 4 and 5. The first is Ramanujan’s famous
1ψ1 summation, whose history, applications and further extensions are reviewed in [46]. Our proof
is essentially equivalent to that given by Adiga, Berndt, Bhargava and Watson in [1, Entry 17], but
it serves as a good illustration of the generality of Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 3.19.
Proposition 3.20 (Ramanujan’s 1ψ1 summation [46]). Let a, b ∈ C such that a, q/b 6∈ {qn : n ≥ 1}
and a 6= 0. Then for |b/a| < |x| < 1, one has∑
n∈Z
(a; q)n
(b; q)n
xn =
(q; q)(b/a; q)
(b; q)(q/a; q)
〈ax; q〉
(x; q)(b/ax; q)
. (3.9)
Taking x 7→ x/a and then a→∞ recovers Jacobi’s triple product identity from (1.1).
Proof in our framework. It suffices to prove the claim when |b/a| < |q| and a 6∈ {qn : n ∈ Z}, by
the uniqueness of analytic continuation in a. Letting D := {z : |b/a| < |x| < 1}, we note that D
includes a horizontal strip of length > Im τ , and that both sides of (3.9) yield holomorphic functions
of z inside D. Using Table 1, the right-hand side lies in
TD
( −ax
(1− x)(1− b/aqx)−1
)
= TD
(
(b/q)− ax
1− x
)
,
and the same is easily verified for the left-hand side. In the context of Proposition 3.6.(ii), we
have An(z) = 1 − x − qn((b/q) + ax); hence d = 1, Ân(0) = 1 − qn−1b 6= 0 for any n ≥ 1, and
Ân(d) = q
na − 1 6= 0 for any n < 0. Thus the conditions in Proposition 3.6.(ii) are fulfilled for
n0 = 0, and so by Lemma 3.19 it suffices to check that limn→∞ F̂ (n) = limn→∞ Ĝ(n), where F and
G denote the left-hand side and the right-hand side of (3.9). But clearly
lim
n→∞ F̂ (n) =
(a; q)
(b; q)
6= 0.
Concerning the right-hand side, note that (1− x)G(z) extends to a holomorphic function on D′ :=
{z : |b/a| < |x| < |q|−1}; hence the Fourier series (1 − x)G(z) = ∑n∈Z (Ĝ(n)− Ĝ(n− 1))xn
extends to (and converges absolutely and locally uniformly in) D′. Plugging in x = 1 yields
lim
x→1
(1− x)G(z) =
∑
n∈Z
(
Ĝ(n)− Ĝ(n− 1)
)
,
where the sum converges absolutely. But the fact that
∑
n∈Z Ĝ(n)x
n also converges absolutely for
some |x| < 1 forces limn→−∞ Ĝ(n) = 0, and thus
lim
n→∞ Ĝ(n) = limx→1
(1− x)G(z) = (q; q)(b/a; q)
(b; q)(q/a; q)
(a; q)(q/a; q)
(q; q)(b/a; q)
=
(a; q)
(b; q)
,
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which completes our proof. 
Corollary 3.21 (Basic infinite product expansions). For z ∈ C, one has [7, p. 19]
(x; q) =
∑
n≥0
q(
n
2)
(q; q)n
(−x)n, (3.10)
More generally, for z ∈ H+ and y ∈ C, one has the q-binomial theorem [5, Theorem 2.4]
(xy; q)
(x; q)
=
∑
n≥0
(y; q)n
(q; q)n
xn
y 7→0
==⇒ 1
(x; q)
=
∑
n≥0
1
(q; q)n
xn. (3.11)
If additionally |y| < 1, then
(xy; q)
(x; q)(y; q)
=
∑
m,n≥0
qmnxmyn
(q; q)m(q; q)n
. (3.12)
Proof in our framework. (3.10) and (3.11) follow as particular cases of Proposition 3.20, but can
also be deduced by working in the one-dimensional spaces TC(1− x) and TH+ ((1− xy)/(1− x)).
Finally, one easily checks that both sides of (3.12) lie in the space TH+ ((1− xy)/((1− x)(1− y))),
and by Lemma 3.19 it suffices to identify the coefficients of x0. These Fourier coefficients are (y; q)−1
and respectively
∑
n≥0
1
(q;q)n
yn, which coincide due to the second identity in (3.11). 
Lemma 3.19 also leads to a proof of Jacobi’s triple product identity via a finitized version of the
result, due to Cauchy [18] (see also [14, (6)]); we recount this identity below.
Proposition 3.22 (Cauchy’s finite triple product identity [18]). For z ∈ C and any N ≥ 1,
(x; q)N (q/x; q)N =
N∑
n=−N
(q; q)2N
(q; q)N−n(q; q)N+n
(−1)nq(n2)xn.
Taking N →∞ recovers Jacobi’s triple product identity from (1.1).
Proof in our framework. We leave to the reader to verify that both sides above lie in
TC
(
qN − x
1− qNx
)
.
Going back to Proposition 3.6.(ii), we have d = 1 and An(z) = 1−qNx−
(
qN − x) qn = (1− qN+n)−(
qN − qn)x in this case. But for any choice of n0 ∈ [−N,N ], we have 1−qN+n 6= 0 for all n ≥ n0+1,
and qN − qn 6= 0 for all n < n0. So by Lemma 3.19, it suffices to identify the coefficients of xN in
the two sides of Cauchy’s identity, which are (−1) · (−q) · · · (−q)N−1 = (−1)Nq(N2 ). 
Remark. Taking x 7→ αxd and q 7→ qd in Jacobi’s triple product identity (1.1) for some α ∈ C×
yields that (
qd; qd
)〈−αxd; qd〉 = ∑
n∈Z
αnqd(
n
2)xdn =
[
αxd; 0
]
,
and taking z 7→ z + kτ/d for k ∈ Z gives the more general formula[
αxd; k
]
=
(
qd; qd
)〈−αqkxd; qd〉xk. (3.13)
Note that this is consistent with the vector spaces in Table 1. In particular, we know exactly where
the canonical basis vectors
[
αxd; k
]
have zeros (recall the proof of Proposition 3.12), although the
zeros of a sum of two such functions can be nontrivial (recall Example 3.14).
Moving on to proofs by specialization or value identification, it is often the case that verifying a
product identity at sufficiently many values of z is enough to recover the general case. The following
lemma gives such a criterion for the spaces TC
(
αxd
)
, previously characterized in Proposition 3.10.
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Lemma 3.23 (Value identification). Let d be a positive integer, α ∈ C×, and F,G ∈ TC
(
αxd
)
. If
α = −qn for some n ∈ Z, assume additionally that F̂ (d− n) = Ĝ(d− n). Then one has F = G iff
F (j/d) = G(j/d) for all integers 0 ≤ j < d.
Remark. When z = j/d, x = e2piij/d is a dth root of unity, which is helpful since the powers of x
occurring in a canonical basis vector
[
αxd; k
]
are all multiples of d plus k. Indeed, (3.13) implies
that
∀j, k ∈ Z : [αxd; k] (j/d) = (qd; qd)〈−αqk; qd〉e2pii(jk/d). (3.14)
Specializing product identities at roots of unity to prove them is, of course, not a new idea [17], but
it is helpful to phrase it in terms of the d-dimensional spaces TC
(
αxd
)
.
Proof. Take G = 0 without loss of generality, and suppose F ∈ TC
(
αxd
)
satisfies F (j/d) = 0 for all
0 ≤ j < d. Writing F = ∑d−1k=0 F̂ (k)[f ; k] as in (3.6), the computation in (3.14) implies that
1 1 · · · 1
1 ζ · · · ζd−1
. . .
1 ζd−1 · · · ζ(d−1)(d−1)


F̂ (0)
〈−α; qd〉
F̂ (1)
〈−αq; qd〉
...
F̂ (d− 1)〈−αqd−1; qd〉
 =

0
0
...
0
 , where ζ = e2pii/d.
But the matrix above is Vandermonde and invertible, and hence F̂ (k)
〈−αqk; qd〉 = 0 for all 0 ≤
k < d. Now note that
〈−αqk; qd〉 = 0 only when α = −qd(m+1)−k for some m ∈ Z, and in this
case the assumption of the lemma ensures that F̂ (k − dm) = 0. But F ∈ TC
(
αxd
)
implies that
F̂ (n) = αqn−dF̂ (n−d) for all n ∈ Z, and hence F̂ (k) = 0. We thus have F̂ (k) = 0 for all 0 ≤ k < d,
which forces F = 0 by its canonical basis representation (or by Lemma 3.19). 
We can now give short proofs of the quintuple and septuple product identities from Section 1
(essentially equivalent to, but more compact than those in [17]):
Proof of the quintuple identity, (1.2). To show that (q; q) 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉 = [qx3; 0] − [qx3; 1], it is
easier to take x 7→ −x and prove
(q; q) 〈−x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉 ?= (q3; q3) (〈qx3; q3〉+ x 〈q2x3; q3〉)
instead (where we used (3.13) on the right-hand side). Both sides lie in TC
(−qx3) ∩ SC (x) by
multiplying the respective factors in Table 1, which is one-dimensional by Proposition 3.10, and
spanned by
[−qx3; 0]+ [−qx3; 1]. Hence both sides have F̂ (2) = 0, and by Lemma 3.23 it suffices
to check the equality when x = ζ is a cube root of unity. The latter reduces to
(q; q) (−ζ; q) (−qζ2; q) (qζ2; q2) (qζ; q2) ?= (q3; q3) (〈q; q3〉+ ζ 〈q2; q3〉) .
Using (−ζ; q) = (1 + ζ)(−qζ; q) and simplifying by (q; q)(1 + ζ), this further reduces to
(−qζ; q) (−qζ2; q) (qζ; q2) (qζ2; q2) ?= 1.
Finally, using (−x; q) = (x2; q2) /(x; q), the left-hand side becomes(
q2ζ2; q2
) (
q2ζ; q2
) (
qζ; q2
) (
qζ2; q2
)
(qζ; q) (qζ2; q)
=
(
qζ2; q
)
(qζ; q)
(qζ; q) (qζ2; q)
= 1,
as we wanted. 
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Proof of the septuple identity, (1.3). Note that both sides of (1.3) lie in TC
(−qx5) ∩ SC (x3) by
Table 1, a space which is spanned by
[−qx5; 0] + [−qx5; 3] and [−qx5; 1] + [−qx5; 2] by Propo-
sition 3.10. Hence both sides have F̂ (4) = 0, and by Lemma 3.23 it suffices to verify (1.3) when
x = ζ is a fifth root of unity, which reduces by (3.14) to
(q; q) 〈ζ; q〉 〈ζ2; q2〉 〈qζ2; q2〉 ?= (q5; q5) 〈q; q5〉 (1 + ζ3)〈q; q5〉 −
(
q5; q5
) 〈
q2; q5
〉 (
ζ + ζ2
)
〈q2; q5〉 .
But the right-hand side is just
(
q5; q5
) (
1− ζ − ζ2 + ζ3), whereas grouping 〈ζ2; q2〉 〈qζ2; q2〉 =〈
ζ2; q
〉
, the left-hand side becomes
(q; q)(1− ζ)(qζ; q) (qζ4; q) (1− ζ2) (qζ2; q) (qζ3; q) = (1− ζ) (1− ζ2) (q5; q5) ,
by factoring 1− q5n = ∏4k=0 (1− ζkqn). Expand (1− ζ) (1− ζ2) = 1− ζ − ζ2 + ζ3 to finish. 
Remark. Lemma 3.23 does not lead to an easy proof of our two nonuple product identities (Proposi-
tion 1.1 and Proposition 4.8), which will require different methods based on Lemma 3.19. Neverthe-
less, below is another application of Lemma 3.23, which will be helpful in relation to Theorem 1.4.
Proposition 3.24 (Squared triple product identity). In TC
(
x2
) ∩ SC (x2), one has
1
(q2; q2)
((q; q) 〈x; q〉)2 = (−q; q2)2 [x2; 0]− 2 (−q2; q2)2 [x2; 1].
Proof. By Lemma 3.23, it suffices to check the identity for x ∈ {±1}, which is easy using (3.14); we
leave the details to the reader. 
Finally, our third method of identification is well-suited for meromorphic functions that have
poles in any strip of length > Im τ , and leads to identities for quotients of double products.
Lemma 3.25 (Pole identification). Let α ∈ C× and d ∈ Z with d ≤ 0; if d = 0, assume additionally
that α 6∈ {qn : n ∈ Z}. Let S be an open horizontal strip of length > Im τ , and suppose F,G ∈
TS\I
(
αxd
)
where I ⊂ S is a set of isolated points. Then one has F = G iff F −G ∈ Hol(S). Hence
if F and G only have simple poles, it suffices to check that their residues at those poles agree.
Proof. Note that F −G ∈ Hol(S) implies F −G ∈ TS
(
αxd
)
, so it remains to show that TS
(
αxd
)
=
{0}. This was established in Proposition 3.10.(i) (under the given condition if d = 0). 
Proposition 3.26 (Quotients of double products). For x, q ∈ C with 0 < |q| < |x| < 1, one has
(as noted, for instance, in [45, para. 486])
(q; q)2
〈x; q〉 =
∑
m,n≥0
(
q(2m+1)n − q(2n+1)(m+1)
)
xm−n, (3.15)
Moreover, one has
(q; q)4
〈x; q〉2 =
∑
m,n≥0
(m+ n+ 1) q(m+1)nxm−n. (3.16)
If additionally y ∈ C such that |q| < |y| < 1, then as noted by Hickerson [33, Theorem 1.5],
(q; q)2
〈xy; q〉
〈x; q〉 〈y; q〉 =
∑
m,n≥0
qmnxmyn −
∑
m,n≥1
qmnx−my−n. (3.17)
Remark. In most product identities, the nonzero 2D Fourier coefficients of entire and half-plane-
entire functions tend to cluster in parabolas, such as in (1.1) to (1.4) or (partly) in Table 2. But the
series in Proposition 3.26 have poles when x = qn (n ∈ Z), so their nonzero coefficients cluster in a
collection of lines rather than parabolas; each line corresponds to a series of the type (1− qnx)−1 =∑
m≥0 q
mnxm or (1− qnx)−2 = ∑m≥0(m+ 1)qmnxm, indicating the order of the associated pole.
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15 16 18
14 15 17
13 14 16
12 13 15
11 12 14
10 11 13
9 10 12
8 9 11 13
7 8 10 12
6 7 9 11
5 6 8 10
4 5 7 9
3 4 6 8 10
2 3 5 7 9
1 2 4 6 8
0 1 3 5 7 9
-1 2 4 6 8
-2 3 5 7 9
-3 4 6 8
-4 5 7 9
-5 6 8 10
-6 7 9
-7 8 10
-8 9 11
-9 10 12
-10 11 13
-11 12
-12 13
-13 14
-14 15
-15 16
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
Table 3. 2D Fourier coefficients in (3.16) for |q| < |x| < 1 (coeff. of xmqn shown on line m, column n).
Proof of Proposition 3.26. We view the expressions in (3.15) to (3.17) as functions of z (as usual),
and regard q and y as constants. Let L(z) denote the left-hand side and R(z) the right-hand side
of (3.15). One can check that both sides define holomorphic functions on {0 < Im z < Im τ}, with
boundaries imposed on R(z) by the convergence of
∑
m≥0 x
m (coming from n = 0), respectively∑
n≥0 q
nx−n (coming from m = 0); in fact, L(z) is a meromorphic in all of C. Now rewrite
R(z) =
1
1− x +
∑
n≥1
Un(z)−
∑
n≥0
Vn(z) for 0 < Im z < Im τ,
where Un(z) =
∑
m≥0 q
(2m+1)nxm−n and Vn(z) =
∑
m≥0 q
(2n+1)(m+1)xm−n. This gives a meromor-
phic continuation of R(z) to S := {−Im τ < Im z < Im τ}, with poles only at x = 1 (i.e., at
z = 2piin, n ∈ Z). Moreover, on S ∩ (S − τ) = {−Im τ < Im z < 0}, this continuation satisfies
−x−1R(z + τ) = − x
−1
1− qx −
∑
n≥1
(
Vn(z) + x
−n−1)+∑
n≥0
Un+1(z)
= R(z)− 1
1− x −
x−1
1− qx + V0(z) +
x−2
1− x−1
= R(z)− 1
1− x −
x−1
1− qx +
q
1− qx +
x−1
x− 1 = R(z) + x
−1 − x−1 = R(z).
Thus R ∈ TS\I
(−x−1), where I = {x = 1}. But the same is true for L(z) = (q; q)2 〈x; q〉−1, since
〈x; q〉 ∈ TC (−x) only has zeros on {x = qn : n ∈ Z}. Furthermore, near the poles one has
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lim
x→1
(1− x)L(z) = lim
x→q
(q; q)2(1− x)
〈x; q〉 = limx→1
(q; q)2
(qx; q) (qx−1; q)
= 1,
lim
x→1
(1− x)R(z) = lim
x→1
1− x
1− x = 1,
so that L − R is holomorphic on S; Lemma 3.25 now completes the proof of (3.15). The proof of
(3.17) is analogous, by writing the right-hand side as 11−x+
∑
n≥1
yn
1−qnx−
∑
n≥1
qnx−1y−n
1−qnx−1 on the same
punctured strip S \ I; the relevant function space is now TS\I(y), and the fact that y 6∈ {qn : n ∈ Z}
(since |q| < |y| < 1) allows us to apply Lemma 3.25 (again, by identifying residues at x = 1).
As for (3.16), one can proceed similarly using Lemma 3.25 for the function space TS\I
(
x−2
)
,
except that the presence of double poles at x = 1 makes the identification harder. Alternatively,
one can recover (3.16) by taking the derivative in y of (3.17) at y = q/x, and multiplying by q/x. 
Remark. Identity (3.15), with the substitutions x 7→ x2, q 7→ q2, also follows from (3.17) by taking
y = −q/x. We note that it would be more difficult to prove such identities of meromorphic functions
if we viewed them strictly as formal series. Indeed, there is no adequate ring of formal series
containing the right-hand sides of (3.15) to (3.17) both before and after substituting x 7→ xq;
attempting such proofs would lead to expressions of the form
∑
n∈Z x
n, which correspond in the
meromorphic setting to sums of the type 11−x +
x−1
1−x−1 = 0.
Corollary 3.27. One has∑
n≥0
qn
(q; q)2n
=
(
q4; q4
) 〈−q; q4〉
(q; q)2
and
∑
m,n≥0
q2mn+m+n
(q; q)2m(q; q)
2
n
=
1
(q; q)2
.
Proof. Use Corollary 3.21 to rewrite the left-hand sides of (3.15) and (3.17) as
(q; q)2
∑
n≥0
xn
(q; q)n
∑
n≥0
qnx−n
(q; q)n
, resp. (q; q)2
∑
m,n≥0
qmnxmyn
(q; q)m(q; q)n
∑
m,n≥0
qmn+m+nx−my−n
(q; q)m(q; q)n
.
Expanding and identifying the coefficients of x0, respectively x0y0 in these expressions yields the
left-hand sides in the corollary, up to a factor of (q; q)2. The product form of the first identity’s
right-hand side follows from the triple product identity (1.1) for q 7→ q4 and x 7→ −q. 
Remark. Another application of Proposition 3.26, based on the fact that (3.16) is the square of
(3.15), is a polynomial identity which can be used to prove Besge’s formula for
∑n−1
k=1 σ(k)σ(n− k),
where σ is the sum-of-divisors function; see the author’s short note [38].
4. Higher-order product identities and generalized eta functions
4.1. M-coefficients and higher-order identities. There are two main ingredients to proving
the nonuple and undecuple product identities. The first one consists of the triple and quintuple
identities proven in Section 3.3 (applied at two different instances), and the second one consists of
the following lemma, which formalizes the multiplication identities anticipated in (2.2).
Lemma 4.1 (Multiplication identities for TC(αxd)). Let α, β ∈ C×, and a, b, u, v be positive integers.
Then for k, j ∈ Z and any complete residue system R of integers modulo au2 + bv2, one has[
αxa; k
]
(uz) · [βxb; j](vz) = ∑
`∈R
M`(q)
[
αuβvqa(
u
2)+b(
v
2)xau
2+bv2 ; `
]
, (4.1)
where the coefficients M`(q) ∈ C also depend on a, b, α, β, u, v but not on z, and are computed as
follows. Let d := gcd(au, bv), a′ := au/d, b′ := bv/d and `′ := (` − uk − vj)/d. If `′ 6∈ Z, then
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M`(q) = 0. Else, letting (n0,m0) be an integer solution to a′n0 + b′m0 = 1, one has
M`(q) = γ`
∑
n∈Z
(
αb
′
β−a
′)n
q
ab′2+ba′2
2
n2+δ`n, (4.2)
γ` =
(
αn0βm0
)`′
qa(
n0`
′
2 )+b(
m0`
′
2 )+(kn0+jm0)`
′
, δ` = (ab
′n0 − ba′m0)`′ − ab
′ − ba′
2
+ kb′ − ja′.
Remark. When u = v = 1 and R is a complete residue system modulo a+ b, Lemma 4.1 states that[
αxa; k
] · [βxb; j] = ∑
`∈R
M`(q)
[
αβxa+b; `
]
,
which is precisely the type of identity anticipated in (2.2); M`(q) is also a bit simpler in this case
since ab′ = ba′. If gcd(a, b) = 1 then M`(q) is always nonzero, and we get d = 1, a′ = a, b′ = b,
`′ = `− k − j; so in particular, δ` becomes ab(n0 −m0)`′ + kb− ja. If additionally b = 1, then we
can take n0 = 1 and m0 = 1− a, which simplifies M`(q) even further.
But in practice, one may avoid computing γ` and δ` by the formulae above, since knowing that
M`(q) takes the form in (4.2) allows for direct numerical identification (by computing the first few
terms of the Fourier series in τ of the coefficient of x` in the original product).
Proof. By Lemma 3.4.(iv), Su
([
αxa; k
]) ∈ TC(αuqa(u2)xau2) and Sv ([βxb; j]) ∈ TC(βvqb(v2)xbv2).
Hence their product lies in the product TC-space, which is spanned by the basis vectors on the
right-hand side of (4.1) for any complete residue system R modulo au2 + bv2 (recall the proof of
Proposition 3.12). It remains to compute the coefficients M`(q), i.e. the coefficients of x` in[
αxa; k
]
(uz) · [βxb; j](vz) = ∑
n∈Z
αnqa(
n
2)+knxaun+uk ·
∑
m∈Z
βmqb(
m
2 )+jmxbvm+vj .
By multiplying these series and identifying coefficients of x`, we find that
M`(q) =
∑
aun+bvm=`−uk−vj
αnβmqa(
n
2)+kn+b(
m
2 )+jm =
∑
a′n+b′m=`′
αnβmqa(
n
2)+kn+b(
m
2 )+jm.
Hence if `′ 6∈ Z, there are no terms in the summation above and thus M`(q) = 0. Otherwise, there
are infinitely many terms, given precisely by
(n,m) = `′(n0,m0) + p(b′,−a′), p ∈ Z.
By reindexing and replacing p with n, this yields
M`(q) =
∑
n∈Z
αn0`
′+b′nβm0`
′−a′nqa(
n0`
′+b′n
2 )+k(n0`
′+b′n)+b(m0`
′−a′n
2 )+j(m0`
′−a′n),
which simplifies to the expression in (4.2). 
Remark. Given α, β ∈ C× and positive integers a, b, u, v, we are interested in the products below:
Type 1: 〈αxua; qa〉
〈
βxvb; qb
〉
, (4.3)
Type 2: 〈αxua; qa〉 〈α2x2uaqa; q2a〉 〈βxvb; qb〉 , (4.4)
Type 3: 〈αxua; qa〉 〈α2x2uaqa; q2a〉 〈βxvb; qb〉〈β2x2vbqb; q2b〉 . (4.5)
At the same time, adequate substitutions in (1.1) and (1.2) yield
(qa; qa) 〈αxua; qa〉 = [−αxa; 0](uz), (4.6)
(qa; qa) 〈αxua; qa〉 〈α2x2uaqa; q2a〉 = [α3qax3a; 0](uz)− α[α3qax3a; a](uz), (4.7)
In this context, one strategy for finding higher-order product identities proceeds as follows:
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Step 1. Given an infinite product as in (4.3) to (4.5), use (4.6) and (4.7) to express it as a sum
of products of the form in Lemma 4.1, up to scalar factors of (qa; qa)
(
qb; qb
)
.
Step 2. Apply Lemma 4.1 repeatedly and group terms to obtain a representation of the given
product in the canonical basis of the appropriate TC
(
γxd
)
space. Having an additional SC
structure (using Table 1 in case α, β ∈ {±1}) reduces this work by half, since in a space of the
form TC
(
sqcxd
)∩ SC (txd−2c), the canonical basis vectors pair up (recall Proposition 3.10).
Step 3. After Step 2, the coefficients of the canonical basis vectors
[
γxd; `
]
in the resulting expan-
sion are linear combinations of theta-type series in q, as in (4.2). Use (4.6) and (4.7) again,
specialized at adequate values x 7→ f(q), to rewrite each of these q-coefficients as infinite
products (when applicable). This results in product identities like (1.3) and (1.4).
Table 4 gathers some results of this approach.
Identity Sq. Triple Sext. Sept. Sept. 2* Oct. Non.* Non. 2* Sq. Quint.* Undec.*
Location Pr. 3.24 (4.9) (1.3) Pr. 4.6 Pr. 4.7 Pr. 1.1 Pr. 4.8 Pr. 4.9 Pr. 4.10
Type(s) 1 1 1 and 2 2 2 2 2 3 3
TC-Factor x2 x4 −qx5 −qx6 −qx4 q2x7 −q5x13 q2x6 q6x15
SC-Factor x2 x4 x3 x4 x2 x3 x3 x2 x3
Table 4. Identities for products of types 1, 2, or 3, following (4.3) to (4.5)
(‘*’ indicates original results, to the best of the author’s knowledge).
While the names of these product identities (sextuple, septuple, etc.) are somewhat arbitrary
(mainly because different authors discovered them), they can be usually justified by counting each
factor of the form (qa; qb) once, and each double product
〈
qbxa; qa
〉
twice. Figure 3 records how the
infinite products in these identities build on each other progressively:
Sq. Triple Octuple Sq. Quintuple
〈x; q〉 ∝ Triple Quintuple Septuple Nonuple Undecuple
Sextuple Septuple 2 Nonuple 2
〈qx2;q2〉 〈qx2;q2〉
〈−x;q〉 〈−x;q〉
〈qx2;q2〉
〈x3;q3〉
〈x;q〉
〈x2;q2〉
〈x3;q3〉
〈x;q〉
〈qx2;q2〉
〈qx4;q4〉
〈qx4;q4〉
〈qx2;q2〉
〈qx2;q2〉
Figure 3. Relations between infinite products; ‘A F−→ B’ means that B = A · αF for
some entire function F (z) =
〈±qbxa; qa〉 and some α ∈ C× (which may depend on q).
The strategy outlined in the previous remark would be cumbersome to formalize fully for type-2
and type-3 products (mainly due to variations in Step 3), but there is a relatively simple general
structure for type-1 products. We note that identities for type-1 and closely related products are
common in literature [20, 2, 51], and often formulated in terms of Ramanujan’s theta function.
Proposition 4.2 (General type-1 identity). Let α, β ∈ C× and a, b, u, v be positive integers. Define
d := gcd(au, bv), a′ := au/d and b′ := bv/d as before, and let c := ab′2 + ba′2. Then there exist
coefficients γ` ∈ C and powers p` ∈ Z such that for any complete residue system R modulo au2 +bv2,
〈αxua; qa〉
〈
βxvb; qb
〉
=
∑
`∈R
d|`
γ`
(qc; qc)
〈
−(−α)b′(−β)−a′qp` ; qc
〉
(qa; qa) (qb; qb)
[
(−α)u(−β)vqa(u2)+b(v2)xau2+bv2 ; `].
It is often preferable to bring p` to the range [0, c/2] using that 〈y; qc〉 = −y 〈qcy; qc〉 = 〈qc/y; qc〉.
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Proof. Use (4.6) and then Lemma 4.1 (for α 7→ −α, β 7→ −β and k = j = 0) to rewrite the left-hand
side as[−αxa; 0](uz) · [−αxb; 0](vz)
(qa; qa) (qb; qb)
=
∑
d|`∈R
M`(q)
(qa; qa) (qb; qb)
[
(−α)u(−β)vqa(u2)+b(v2)xau2+bv2 ; `].
It remains to identify the coefficientsM`(q) as infinite products, which follows from their formula in
(4.2), and the triple product identity with adequate substitutions. The resulting choices of γ` are as
in Lemma 4.1 but for α 7→ −α and β 7→ −β, while p` = δ`+(c/2) where δ` are as in Lemma 4.1. 
Proposition 4.2 may seem cumbersome due to the large number of parameters; a particular case
related to Question 1 is given below. Following [4, (5.2)], denote χ(2,c)j (q) := (q; q)
−1 (qc; qc)
〈
qj ; qc
〉
for all j ∈ Z, and note that these products satisfy χ(2,c)j (q) = −qjχ(2,c)j+c (q) = χ(2,c)c−j (q).
Corollary 4.3 (M(2, u2 + v2)2 character identity). Let u, v be positive integers with gcd(u, v) = 1
and u+ v odd, and set c := u2 + v2. Let (n0,m0) be an integer solution to un0 + vm0 = 1, and take
p := vn0−um0 and r := (u−v+ c)/2. Then there exist factors γ` of the form (−1)a`qb` (depending
on u, v, n0,m0) such that, as an identity of functions in TC
(− q(u2)+(v2)xc) ∩ SC (xu+v),
(q; q) 〈xu; q〉 〈xv; q〉 =
(u+v−1)/2∑
`=(u+v−c+2)/2
γ` χ
(2,c)
p`+r(q)
([−q(u2)+(v2)xc; `]+ [−q(u2)+(v2)xc;u+ v − `]) .
(4.8)
Moreover, each character of M(2, c)2 (given by χ
(2,c)
j (q) for 1 ≤ j ≤ (c− 1)/2) appears exactly once
in (4.8), after applying the symmetries χ(2,c)j (q) = −qjχ(2,c)j+c (q) = χ(2,c)c−j (q) as needed.
Proof. Take a = b = α = β = 1 and R = {(u+ v − c+ 2)/2, . . . , (u+ v + c)/2} in Proposition 4.2,
and compute
p` = δ` +
c
2
= (vn0 − um0)`− v − u
2
+
c
2
= p`+ r,
using the values d = 1 and k = j = 0 in Lemma 4.1. This produces equation (4.8), except
that ` varies in R and the canonical basis vectors in the right-hand side are not paired. The
pairing follows from the symmetry space SC (xu+v) of the left-hand side (and our adequate choice
of R); the remaining value ` = (u + v + c)/2 can be ignored since by Proposition 3.10, the space
TC
( − q(u2)+(v2)xc) ∩ SC (xu+v) is spanned by the sums [−q(u2)+(v2)xc; `] + [−q(u2)+(v2)xc;u+ v − `]
for (u+ v − c+ 2)/2 ≤ ` ≤ (u+ v − 1)/2. Finally, it is easy to check that
gcd(p, c) = 1 and p`+ r ≡ 0 (mod c) for ` ≡ u+ v + c
2
(mod c),
so that the index p` + r covers each residue classes modulo c except for 0 exactly once when
R \ {(u + v + c)/2}. Together with the aforementioned symmetries at j 7→ j + c and j 7→ c − j of
the characters χ(2,c)j (q), this settles the second part of Corollary 4.3. 
Example 4.4. For u = 1 and v = 2 (thus c = u2 + v2 = 5), Corollary 4.3 recovers the septuple
product identity from (1.3), which can be rephrased as
(q; q) 〈x; q〉 〈x2; q〉 =− χ(2,5)1 (q) ([−qx5; 1]+ [−qx5; 2])
+ χ
(2,5)
2 (q)
([−qx5; 0]+ [−qx5; 3]) .
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For u = 2 and v = 3, one obtains the analogous result
(q; q)
〈
x2; q
〉 〈
x3; q
〉
=− qχ(2,13)5 (q)
([−q4x13;−3]+ [−q4x13; 8])
− qχ(2,13)3 (q)
([−q4x13;−2]+ [−q4x13; 7])
+ qχ
(2,13)
2 (q)
([−q4x13;−1]+ [−q4x13; 6])
+ χ
(2,13)
6 (q)
([−q4x13; 0]+ [−q4x13; 5])
+ qχ
(2,13)
1 (q)
([−q4x13; 1]+ [−q4x13; 4])
− χ(2,13)4 (q)
([−q4x13; 2]+ [−q4x13; 3]) ,
which may be linked to the Andrews–Gordon identities [7, Theorem 7.8] as explained after Ques-
tion 1. On the other hand, the squared triple product identity from Proposition 3.24 follows by
taking a = b = u = v = 1 in Proposition 4.2 (so that au2 + bv2 = c = 2), a case not covered by
Corollary 4.3. Other such consequences of Proposition 4.2 are listed below.
Corollary 4.5 (More type-1 identities). As an identity of functions in TC
(
x4
) ∩ SC (x2),
(q; q)
(
q3; q3
)
(q12; q12)
〈x; q〉 〈x3; q3〉 = 〈−q6; q12〉 [x4; 0]+ q 〈−1; q12〉 [x4; 2]
− 〈−q3; q12〉 ([x4; 1]+ [x4; 3]) . (4.9)
(This is the sextuple product identity from [54] in an equivalent form.) Moreover,
(q; q)2
(q10; q10)
〈x; q〉 〈x3; q〉 =− 〈−q3; q10〉 ([q3x10; 1]+ [q3x10; 3])
+
〈−q4; q10〉 ([q3x10; 0]+ [q3x10; 4])
− q 〈−q; q10〉 ([q3x10;−1]+ [q3x10; 5])
+ q
〈−q2; q10〉 ([q3x10;−2]+ [q3x10; 6])
− q 〈−q5; q10〉 [q3x10;−3] + q 〈−1; q10〉 [q3x10; 2]
(4.10)
inside TC
(
q3x10
) ∩ SC (x4). Finally, in TC (−q6x21) ∩ SC (x9),(
q3; q3
) 〈
x3; q
〉 〈
x6; q3
〉
=
[−q6x21; 0]+ [−q6x21; 9]
〈q; q7〉 〈q2; q7〉
−
[−q6x21; 3]+ [−q6x21; 6]
〈q2; q7〉 〈q3; q7〉 − q
[−q6x21;−3]+ [−q6x21; 12]
〈q3; q7〉 〈q; q7〉 .
(4.11)
Proof. For (4.9), use Proposition 4.2 for α = β = u = v = 1, a = 1 and b = 3 (so c = 1·32+3·12 = 12
and au2 + bv2 = 4), then multiply both sides by (qa; qa)
(
qb; qb
)
/ (qc; qc). For (4.10), repeat the
same argument with the only difference that v = 3 and b = 1 instead (so c = 1 · 32 + 1 · 12 = 10 and
au2+bv2 = 10). Finally, for (4.11), take α = β = 1, u = 3, v = 2, a = 1 and b = 3 in Proposition 4.2;
this leads to d = 3, a′ = 1 and b′ = 2; thus c = 1 · 22 + 3 · 12 = 7 and au2 + bv2 = 21. 
Remark. While the freedom in constructing type-1 identities is large, we listed (4.10) and (4.11)
since they will lead to identities of generalized eta functions in Section 4.2; in fact, the choices of
a, b, u and v were designed to produce the exponents of 10 and 21 in the right-hand sides.
Moving on to type-2 identities, the first example is that of the septuple product identity once
again. Indeed, the septuple product 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉·〈x2; q2〉 also assumes the form in (4.4); following
the framework outlined before and using the quintuple identity repeatedly in Step 3 recovers (1.3).
A similar argument applies to the the following new variation of the septuple identity.
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Proposition 4.6 (Second septuple product identity). In TC
(−qx6) ∩ SC (x4), one has(
q3; q3
) 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉 〈x3; q3〉 = [−qx6; 0]+ [−qx6; 4]
(q3; q6) 〈q; q6〉 −
[−qx6; 1]+ [−qx6; 3]
(q3; q6) 〈q2; q6〉 . (4.12)
Proof. Write (q; q) 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉 = [qx3; 0] − [qx3; 1] and (q3; q3) 〈x3; q3〉 = [−x3; 0] as in (4.6)
and (4.7). Multiply these two equalities and apply Lemma 4.1 twice, both times with a = b = 3 and
u = v = 1 (thus au2 + bv2 = 6 and ab′2 + ba′2 = 6). Then apply (4.6) for a = 6 and u = 1 to express
the resulting q-coefficients as infinite products, and divide by (q; q) to recover Proposition 4.6. 
Remark. We noted in Section 3.1 that Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 give proportionalities of canonical bases
for TC
(−qxd) ∩ SC (xd−2) ∝ TH-(fd) when d ∈ {4, 5}, corresponding to the octuple and septuple
product identities; in this context, Proposition 4.6 may correspond to the case d = 6 for some
f6. This possibility is supported by the framework in Question 1, since the q-coefficients in the
right-hand side of Proposition 4.6 are M(2, 6)2 characters according to the notation in [4, (5.2)].
Proposition 4.7 (Ewell’s octuple product identity [23]). In TC
(−qx4) ∩ SC (x2), one has
(q; q)
(
q; q2
) 〈x; q〉2 〈qx2; q2〉 = (−q; q2) ([−qx4; 0]+ [−qx4; 2])
− 2 (−q2; q2) [−qx4; 1]. (4.13)
Proof. Expand (q; q) 〈x; q〉 = [−x; 0] and (q; q) 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉 = [qx3; 0] − [qx3; 1], multiply the
two equalities and apply Lemma 4.1 twice for a = 3 and b = u = v = 1 (thus au2 + bv2 = 4
and ab′2 + ba′2 = 12). Then group terms, apply (4.7) with a = 4 and u = 1 for the coefficient of[−qx4; 0] + [−qx4; 2], and (4.6) with a = 12 and u = 1 for the coefficient of [−qx4; 1]. To finish,
divide everything by
(
q2; q2
)
and use that
〈−q; q4〉 = (−q; q2), (q4; q4) / (q2; q2) = (−q2; q2). 
With this machinery we can also prove the (first) nonuple product identity introduced early in
Proposition 1.1, and then follow it with the anticipated second nonuple identity.
Proof of Proposition 1.1. Recall that the (first) nonuple product in (1.4) is proportional to
〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉2 〈x2; q2〉 = 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉 · 〈x2; q〉 ,
which takes the type-2 form in (4.4) for a = b = u = 1 and v = 2 (and α = β = 1). After using (4.6)
and (4.7) and expanding, apply Lemma 4.1 twice for a = 3, b = 1, u = 1 and v = 2, leading to the
exponents au2 + bv2 = 7 in the canonical basis vectors and ab′2 + ba′2 = 3 ·22 + 1 ·32 = 21 in the M`
coefficients. Then group terms, apply (4.6) with a = 21 and u = 1 for the coefficient of
[
q2x7; 5
]
,
and (4.7) with a = 7 and u = 1 for the other three q-coefficients. Scaling by the appropriate q-factor
now recovers (1.4). 
Proposition 4.8 (Second nonuple product identity). In TC
(−q5x13) ∩ SC (x3), one has
(q; q) 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉 〈x2; q2〉 〈qx4; q2〉
= −
[−q5x13; 1]+ [−q5x13; 2]
〈q3, q4, q5, q6; q13〉 〈q2; q26〉 +
[−q5x13; 0]+ [−q5x13; 3]
〈q, q2, q4, q5; q13〉 〈q6; q26〉
− q
[−q5x13;−1]+ [−q5x13; 4]
〈q, q2, q4, q6; q13〉 〈q10; q26〉 − q
2
[−q5x13;−2]+ [−q5x13; 5]
〈q2, q3, q4, q5; q13〉 〈q14; q26〉
+ q
[−q5x13;−3]+ [−q5x13; 6]
〈q, q2, q3, q4; q13〉 〈q18; q26〉 − q
[−q5x13;−4]+ [−q5x13; 7]
〈q, q3, q5, q6; q13〉 〈q22; q26〉 ,
(4.14)
where we used the common notation
〈
qa1 , qa2 , . . . , qak ; qb
〉
:=
∏k
j=1
〈
qaj ; qb
〉
.
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Proof. The second nonuple product in (4.14) can be rewritten (up to a factor of (q; q)) as〈
x2; q
〉 〈
qx4; q2
〉 · 〈x; q〉 ,
which takes the form of the type-2 product (4.4) for a = b = v = 1 and u = 2 (and α = β = 1). As
before, use (4.6) and (4.7), then apply Lemma 4.1 twice for a = 3, b = 1, u = 2 and v = 1 (so that
au2 + bv2 = 13 and ab′2 + ba′2 = 39). Group terms and apply (4.7) with a = 13 and u = 1 for each
of the resulting q-coefficients, and scale by the appropriate q-factor to conclude. 
Remark. What is special about the first and second nonuple product identities, among all identities
in this section, is that they do not reduce to trivial equalities when specialized at x = 1. In fact,
setting x = 1 here will lead to new identities of generalized eta functions in Section 4.2.
We are left with only two high-order product identities, both of type 3:
Proposition 4.9 (Squared quintuple product identity). In TC
(
q2x6
) ∩ SC (x2), one has
(q; q)2
(q6; q6)
〈x; q〉2 〈qx2; q2〉2 = 〈−q3; q6〉 ([q2x6; 0]+ [q2x6; 2]) − 2q 〈−q; q6〉 [q2x6; 4]
+ q
〈−1; q6〉 ([q2x6;−1]+ [q2x6; 3])− 2 〈−q2; q6〉 [q2x6; 1].
Proof. Square the quintuple product identity (q; q) 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉 = [qx3; 0] − [qx3; 1], and then
proceed exactly as in the proof of Proposition 4.6 (dividing by (q6; q6) in the end). 
Proposition 4.10 (Undecuple product identity). In TC
(
q6x15
) ∩ SC (x3), one has
(q; q)2
(q15; q15)
〈x; q〉 〈x2q; q2〉2 〈x2; q2〉 〈x4q; q2〉
=− 〈−q6; q15〉 ([q6x15; 1]+ [q6x15; 2])
+
(〈−q7; q15〉+ q 〈−q2; q15〉) ([q6x15; 0]+ [q6x15; 3])
− q2 〈−1; q15〉 ([q6x15;−1]+ [q6x15; 4])
− q 〈−q3; q15〉 ([q6x15;−2]+ [q6x15; 5])
+ q
(〈−q4; q15〉+ q 〈−q; q15〉) ([q6x15;−3]+ [q6x15; 6])
− q 〈−q6; q15〉 ([q6x15;−4]+ [q6x15; 7])
− q2 〈−q3; q15〉 ([q6x15;−5]+ [q6x15; 8])+ 2q2 〈−q5; q15〉 [q6x15; 9].
Proof. Rewrite the undecuple product (up to a factor depending on q) as
〈x; q〉 〈x2q; q2〉 · 〈x2; q〉 〈x4q; q2〉 ,
which has the form of the type-3 product (4.5) for a = b = u = 1 and v = 2. Apply Lemma 4.1
four times for a = b = 3, u = 1 and v = 2, so that au2 + bv2 = 15 and ab′2 + ba′2 = 15. Then group
terms, apply (4.6) with a = 15 and u = 1 repeatedly, and divide by
(
q15; q15
)
to conclude. 
Question 2. In Proposition 3.22, we reproved a finitized version of Jacobi’s triple product identity
due to Cauchy; we used that dim TC(fN ) ≤ 1, where fN (z) was a degree-1 rational function in
x approaching −x as N → ∞. Are there similar finitized analogues of the higher-order product
identities in this section, provable using the finite-dimensionality of the appropriate TC(fN ) spaces?
4.2. Identities for quotients of generalized eta functions. In Lemma 3.23, we saw how to
prove product identities via specializations of x at roots of unity. Here we reverse this process, and
specialize product identities from Section 4.1 to deduce identities of generalized eta functions.
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Notation 4.11 (Eta quotients). Recall the notations from (1.7) for the Dedekind eta function
η(τ) := q1/24(q; q), and the generalized eta functions Eg(τ) := qNB(g/N)/2
〈
qg; qN
〉
of a fixed level
N ≥ 1 (for τ ∈ H+). As mentioned after Corollary 1.5, these are not to be confused with the
Eisenstein series E2k(τ), which do not appear in this paper. An eta quotient [29, 37] is an expression∏
1≤d|n
η(dτ)rd ,
for some n ≥ 1 and rd ∈ Z; we define generalized eta quotients analogously, allowing only functions
Eg of the same level N (however, g ∈ Z may vary).
Remark. η is a half-integral weight modular form for the full modular group Γ, and eta quotients are
useful in computing bases of modular forms for congruence subgroups containing Γ0(n). Similarly,
the generalized eta functions Eg satisfy transformation formulae at the action of Γ0(N) [52, Corollary
2]; one can design generalized eta quotients that are invariant under the action of Γ1(N), and use
them to produce generators of function fields associated to general genus-zero congruence subgroups
[52]. The functions Eg (and a further generalization Eg,h thereof) were also studied in [12].
For our purposes, the generalized eta functions provide the “right” normalization of the double
infinite products
〈
qg; qN
〉
, in the sense that when specializing a product identity at a value x = ±qr,
all extraneous powers of q will be encapsulated in the functions η and Eg; this must be the case
because (non-constant) powers of q do not transform nicely under τ 7→ −1/τ . The following lemma
provides a few easy facts about η and Eg, with proofs left to the reader.
Lemma 4.12. Let τ ∈ H+ and fix a level N .
(i). If N is odd,
∏bN/2c
g=1 Eg(τ) =
η(τ)
η(Nτ) .
(ii). If N is even,
∏(N/2)−1
g=1 Eg(τ) =
η(τ)
η(Nτ/2) .
(iii). For any g ∈ Z, Eg(τ) = EN−g(τ) = −Eg+N (τ). In particular, E0(τ) = 0.
Our goal here is to compute more complicated sums of quotients of generalized eta functions
in terms of the better-understood function η. For N ∈ {2, 3, 4, 6}, each function Eg(τ) can be
expressed directly as an eta quotient; for instance, when N = 6, quick computations show that
E3(τ) =
η(3τ)2
η(6τ)2
, E2(τ) =
η(2τ)
η(6τ)
, E1(τ) =
η(τ)η(6τ)
η(2τ)η(3τ)
.
One can obtain more related identities when N = 6 by specializing Proposition 4.6 and Propo-
sition 4.9 at x ∈ {±1,±i}, but we omit these here (similarly, (4.9) and Proposition 4.7 lead to
identities for N = 4). For the level N = 5, we remark that E1(τ)−1 and E2(τ)−1 are essentially
the Rogers–Ramanujan functions from (1.5), and that the Rogers–Ramanujan continued fraction
E2/E1 (recall Example 3.2) is a modular function for the principal congruence subgroup Γ(5).
Our identities concern the higher levels N ∈ {7, 10, 13}. We implicitly use Lemma 4.12, the fact
that 〈−x; q〉 = 〈x2; q2〉 / 〈x; q〉, and the specialization of canonical basis vectors from (3.14) in our
proofs; we also leave easy computational details to the reader, with the assurance that all the results
below were verified numerically.
Proposition 4.13 (Level-7 generalized eta quotients). For the level N = 7 and τ ∈ H+,
3∑
g=1
Eg(2τ)
E3g(τ)
= 2
η(14τ)2
η(7τ)2
,
3∑
g=1
E3g(τ)
Eg(2τ)
=
η(7τ)2
η(14τ)2
, (4.15)
3∑
g=1
Eg(τ)2E3g(τ)
E3g(2τ)
= 2
η(2τ)2
η(7τ)2
,
3∑
g=1
Eg(τ)E3g(3τ) = 0. (4.16)
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Proof. The first equality in (4.15) follows by specializing the nonuple product identity from Propo-
sition 1.1 at x = 1; the left-hand side of (1.4) becomes null due to the factor of 〈x; q〉, and the last
term in (1.4) results (after suitable scaling) in the quotient 2η(14τ)2/η(7τ)2 above.
The second equality in (4.15) is equivalent to an identity of Hickerson; indeed, by dividing the
fact that (4.6) equals (4.8) in [34] by −q3(q; q) (q7; q7)2 and simplifying, one obtains:〈
q; q7
〉
〈q4; q14〉 −
〈
q2; q7
〉
〈q6; q14〉 +
〈
q3; q7
〉
q 〈q2; q14〉 =
〈
q7; q14
〉
q
.
Finally, the two equalities in (4.16) follow by specializing our type-1 product identity (4.11) at
x = −q1/3 (and applying (4.7) with a = 7 for the specialization of each pair of canonical basis
vectors), respectively at x = 1. 
Proof of Corollary 1.5. Letting Xg(τ) := Eg(2τ)/E3g(τ), (4.15) provides identities for X1 +X2 +X3
and 1X1 +
1
X2
+ 1X3 . Combining these with the fact that
X1(τ)X2(τ)X3(τ) = −
∏3
g=1 Eg(2τ)∏3
g=1 Eg(τ)
= −η(2τ)η(7τ)
η(τ)η(14τ)
,
which follows from Lemma 4.12, we obtain the three Vieta identities for (X−X1)(X−X2)(X−X3)
that constitute Corollary 1.5. 
Proposition 4.14 (Level-10 generalized eta quotients). For the level N = 10 and τ ∈ H+,
E1(2τ)E2(2τ)
E1(τ)E2(τ)
=
1
2
(
η(2τ)4
η(τ)2η(10τ)2
− η(10τ)
2
η(5τ)2
− η(τ)η(5τ)
η(10τ)2
)
,
E3(2τ)E4(2τ)
E3(τ)E4(τ)
=
1
2
(
η(2τ)4
η(τ)2η(10τ)2
− η(10τ)
2
η(5τ)2
+
η(τ)η(5τ)
η(10τ)2
)
.
Proof. We obtain separate identities for the sum and the difference of the two quotients above. The
equality
E1(2τ)E2(2τ)
E1(τ)E2(τ)
+
E3(2τ)E4(2τ)
E3(τ)E4(τ)
=
η(2τ)4
η(τ)2η(10τ)2
− η(10τ)
2
η(5τ)2
follows by specializing our type-1 identity (4.10) at x = −1. The second equality,
E3(2τ)E4(2τ)
E3(τ)E4(τ)
− E1(2τ)E2(2τ)
E1(τ)E2(τ)
=
η(τ)η(5τ)
η(10τ)2
,
is equivalent (after multiplying by η(10τ)E1(τ)E2(τ)E3(τ)E4(τ) = η(τ)η(10τ)/η(5τ) and a power
of q) to the fact that
U
(
q, q10
)− qU (q3, q10) = (q; q)2
(q10; q10)
, (4.17)
where U(x, q) := (q; q) 〈x; q〉 〈qx2; q2〉2 〈x2; q2〉 〈qx4; q2〉 denotes the undecuple product from Propo-
sition 4.10. Finally, (4.17) is precisely the statement that the determinant of the matrix in (5.3)
equals 1; we will prove this in the next section (non-circularly), based on a generalization of Proposi-
tion 1.7 and 4 identities of Slater [44, (94),(96),(98),(99)], which are also implied by Theorem 1.3. 
Remark. It would be interesting to see if our undecuple product identity (Proposition 4.10) can be
used to prove (4.17), or if it can be combined with (4.17) to produce other identities of eta quotients.
Proposition 4.15 (Level-13 generalized eta quotients). For the level N = 13 and τ ∈ H+,
6∑
g=1
Eg(τ)E2g(τ)E6g(τ)
Eg(2τ)
= 0.
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Proof. Specialize the second nonuple product identity from Proposition 4.8 at x = 1; as before, the
left-hand side of (4.14) becomes null due to the factor of 〈x; q〉. 
Question 3. Is there an analogue of the polynomial identity in Corollary 1.5 for the level N = 13
(or for other levels), building on Proposition 4.15? One could attempt, for example, to determine
closed forms (in terms of η) for the coefficients of X4, X3, X2 and X in
6∏
g=1
(
X − Eg(τ)E2g(τ)E6g(τ)
Eg(2τ)
)
.
More broadly, is there a wider class of generalized eta quotients that occur as roots of polynomials
whose coefficients are Dedekind eta quotients, and can this be used to compute special values of the
Eg quotients as algebraic integers?
5. Rogers–Ramanujan type identities and mock theta functions
5.1. Two-variable generalizations of Rogers–Ramanujan-type identities. There are two
main ways to extend one-variable Rogers–Ramanujan-type sums to two-variable expressions in x
and q, living inside some space TD(f1, . . . , fm). These ways correspond to Lemmas 3.19 and 3.23,
i.e., to identifying Fourier coefficients or special values. For instance, the sum∑
m∈Z,n≥0
q(
m
2 )+(
n+1
2 )
(q; q)n
(−x)m+n = · · ·+
∑
n≥0
qn
2+n
(q; q)n
x0 −
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q; q)n
x1 + · · · ∈ TC
(
qx2 − x) , (5.1)
from Proposition 5.4, extends the Rogers–Ramanujan sums from (1.5) in the sense that it contains
them as Fourier coefficients (and so Proposition 5.4 generalizes (1.5)). Generalizations by value
identification are more common in literature; in fact, the original way to generalize the Rogers–
Ramanujan identities from (1.5) to a statement in two variables is due to Rogers:
Proposition 5.1 (Rogers, 1894). In TH+(1, qx), one has (see [32, p. 292–294] and [41, p. 330])∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q; q)n
xn =
∑
n≥0
(−1)n q
5(n2)+2n
(q; q)n (qnx; q)
(
1− q2nx)x2n
=
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q2; q2)n
xn
(−q2n+2x; q2) . (5.2)
In fact, the left-hand side lies in TC(1, qx), and thus all the singularities on the right are removable.
Remark. The two Rogers–Ramanujan identities in (1.5) can be recovered from the first equality in
(5.2) by letting x → 1, respectively x → q, and then using (3.13) with d = 5. Also, the series in
the left-hand side of (5.2) will reappear in Corollary 5.9, which will raise the problem of finding a
similar identity for
∑
n≥0 q
n2(q4; q4)−1n x2n ∈ TC
(
qx2, 1
)
; see Question 4.
Proof in our framework. We saw in Examples 3.2 and 3.8 that
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q;q)n
xn ∈ TC(1, qx), and that
dim TC(1, qx) = dim TH+(1, qx) = 1. A significantly lengthier computation shows that the right-hand
side lies in TH+(1, qx) as well; see the function H1 in [32, p. 292–294]. Identifying the coefficients of
x0, which are equal to 1 on both sides of (5.2), completes the proof of the first equality.
For the second equality, it is easier to take x 7→ x2; denote
L(z) :=
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q; q)n
x2n and R(z) :=
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q2; q2)n
x2n
(−q2n+2x2; q2) ,
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where R(z) is almost a twisted sum in the sense of (2.3). Since L(z/2) ∈ TC(1, qx), one can obtain
L(z)− L(z + τ/2) = qx2L(z + τ)
L(z + τ/2)− L(z + τ) = q2x2L(z + 3τ/2) ⇒ L ∈ TC
(
1 + qx2 + q2x2,−q5x4) .
L(z + τ)− L(z + 3τ/2) = q3x2L(z + 2τ).
Hence it is natural to attempt to show that R ∈ TC
(
1 + qx2 + q2x2,−q5x4) as well, and this follows
with little effort after expanding R(z) − (1 + q2x2)R(z + τ). Now from Proposition 3.6.(ii) for
n0 = −3 one obtains that dim TC
(
1 + qx2 + q2x2,−q5x4) ≤ 4, and thus by Lemma 3.19 it suffices
to check that L̂(k) = R̂(k) for k ∈ {−3,−2,−1, 0}. But these Fourier coefficients are 0, 0, 0, 1
respectively for both L and R, proving that L = R. 
Other proofs of the Rogers–Ramanujan identities based on two-variable generalizations are due to
Sills [42], who interpreted finitized versions of Rogers–Ramanujan type sums as Fourier coefficients
(in z) of two-variable sums, and to Bressoud [14], who generalized Cauchy’s finite triple product from
Proposition 3.22. Unlike these results and Rogers’ Proposition 5.1, our Proposition 1.2 (concerning
the sum in (5.1)) can be recovered easily from the Rogers–Ramanujan identities in (1.5):
Proof that (1.5) ⇔ Proposition 1.2. The first equality in Proposition 1.2 and the membership to
TC
(
qx2 − x) follow immediately from the expansions
(q; q) 〈x; q〉 =
∑
m∈Z
q(
m
2 )(−x)m ∈ TC(−x) and (qx; q) =
∑
n≥0
(−1)n q
(n+12 )
(q; q)n
(−x)n ∈ TC(1− qx),
due to (1.1) and (3.10). The second equality in Proposition 1.2 implies (1.5) by identifying the
coefficients of x0 as x1, as seen in (5.1). Conversely, identifying the coefficients of x0 and x1 is
enough to prove an equality in TH-
(
qx2 − x), by Lemma 3.19 (or in this case, directly by (3.6)). 
But although Proposition 1.2 is ultimately just a reformulation of (1.6), it makes apparent a
connection to the septuple product identity in (1.3), which is our main result in Theorem 1.3.
In its turn, the bases proportionality in Theorem 1.3 is equivalent to yet another two-variable
generalization of (1.5), concerning twisted sums (in the sense of (2.3)) and given below.
Theorem 5.2 (Twisted two-variable Rogers–Ramanujan). For τ ∈ H+ and z ∈ C, one has( ∑
n∈Z q
n2x2n
(
qn+1x; q
)∑
n∈Z q
n2+nx2n+1
(
qn+1x; q
)) = (A(q) B(q)
C(q) D(q)
)([
qx2; 0
][
qx2; 1
]) ,
where (
A(q) B(q)
C(q) D(q)
)
=
(
q10; q10
)
(q; q)
( 〈
q; q10
〉 〈
q8; q20
〉 −q 〈q4; q10〉 〈q2; q20〉
− 〈q3; q10〉 〈q4; q20〉 〈q2; q10〉 〈q6; q20〉
)
. (5.3)
Remark. One can recover the Rogers–Ramanujan identities by taking x = 1 above, as we will see
shortly; thus Theorem 1.3 is a generalization of (1.5) by value identification, unlike Proposition 1.2.
Also, Corollary 5.12 and (5.13) will show that the matrix in (5.3) has determinant equal to 1.
Proof that Theorem 5.2 ⇔ Theorem 1.3. Using the triple product identity in the form [−qx; 0] =
(q; q)
(
x−1; q
)
(qx; q), one can rewrite Theorem 1.3 as
(q; q)
〈
x2; q
〉((x−1; q) [qx2 − x; 0](
x−1; q
) [
qx2 − x; 1]
)
= −[−qx; 0]([−qx5; 1]+ [−qx5; 2][−qx5; 0]+ [−qx5; 3]
)
,
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Now recall the formulae for canonical basis vectors from Corollary 3.18 (use y = 1):((
x−1; q
) [
qx2 − x; 0](
x−1; q
) [
qx2 − x; 1]
)
=
( ∑
n∈Z q
n2x2n
(
q−n+1x−1; q
)∑
n∈Z q
n2+nx2n+1
(
q−nx−1; q
)) .
As observed in the proof of Proposition 3.17, the two series in the right-hand side are just twisted
versions of the series
[
qx2; 0
]
and
[
qx2; 1
]
, so they lie in TC
(
qx2
)
. But by Proposition 3.10, we have
TC
(
qx2
) ⊂ SC(1), and so these series are invariant under x 7→ x−1; thus( ∑
n q
n2x2n
(
q−n+1x−1; q
)∑
n q
n2+nx2n+1
(
q−nx−1; q
)) = ( ∑n qn2x−2n(q−n+1x; q)∑
n q
n2+nx−2n−1(q−nx; q)
)
=
( ∑
n q
n2x2n(qn+1x; q)∑
n q
n2+nx2n+1(qn+1x; q)
)
,
where all summations are over n ∈ Z, and we took n 7→ −n and n 7→ −n − 1 in the last equality.
Overall, we have found that Theorem 1.3 is equivalent to
(q; q)
〈
x2; q
〉( ∑n∈Z qn2x2n (qn+1x; q)∑
n∈Z q
n2+nx2n+1
(
qn+1x; q
)) = −[−qx; 0]([−qx5; 1]+ [−qx5; 2][−qx5; 0]+ [−qx5; 3]
)
. (5.4)
Now by applying the multiplication identities from Lemma 4.1 four times, and using (4.7) with
a = 10 on each q-coefficient (as in Step 3 from Section 4.1), we find that[−qx; 0]([−qx5; 1]+ [−qx5; 2][−qx5; 0]+ [−qx5; 3]
)
= (q; q)
(
A(q) B(q)
C(q) D(q)
)( [
q2x6; 2
]− [q2x6; 0][
q2x6; 3
]− [q2x6;−1]
)
,
where A(q), B(q), C(q), D(q) are exactly as in (5.3). Hence to prove that Theorem 1.3 is equivalent
to Theorem 5.2, it suffices to show that〈
x2; q
〉([qx2; 0][
qx2; 1
]) ?= ( [q2x6; 0]− [q2x6; 2][
q2x6;−1]− [q2x6; 3]
)
. (5.5)
Now by (4.6) and (4.7), we have〈
x2; q
〉([qx2; 0][
qx2; 1
]) = (q2; q2) 〈x2; q2〉 〈qx2; q2〉( 〈−qx2; q2〉
x
〈−q2x2; q2〉
)
=
(
q2; q2
)( 〈x2; q2〉 〈q2x4; q4〉
−x3 〈qx2; q2〉 〈q4x4; q4〉
)
=
( [
q2x6; 0
]− [q2x6; 2]
−x3 ([q5x6; 0]− q[q5x6; 2])
)
,
which simplifies to the right-hand side of (5.5), using that q
[
q5x6; 2
]
=
[
q5x6;−4] and x3 ∈ TC (q−3).
Thus indeed Theorem 1.3 ⇔ Theorem 5.2. 
We can now give a first proof of Theorem 5.2 based on Lemma 3.23 and some mock theta identities
of Watson, thus establishing our main result in Theorem 1.3. A second proof based on expanding
twisted sums (Lemma 5.6) will follow in Section 5.2.
First proof of Theorem 5.2. By Lemma 3.23 for TC
(
qx2
)
, it suffices to prove Theorem 5.2 when
x ∈ {1,−1}. After noting that (qn+1; q) = 0 for n < 0, the statement at x = 1 (i.e., z = 0) becomes( ∑
n≥0 q
n2
(
qn+1; q
)∑
n≥0 q
n2+n
(
qn+1; q
)) ?= (A(q) B(q)
C(q) D(q)
)([
qx2; 0
]
(0)[
qx2; 1
]
(0)
)
.
Now in last part of the previous proof, we saw (unconditionally, using Lemma 4.1) that(
A(q) B(q)
C(q) D(q)
)([
qx2; 0
][
qx2; 1
]) = −[−qx; 0]
(q; q) 〈x2; q〉
([−qx5; 1]+ [−qx5; 2][−qx5; 0]+ [−qx5; 3]
)
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as an identity of meromorphic functions of z. Using that
[−qx; 0] = (q; q) 〈xq; q〉 and letting z → 0,
our claim to prove becomes( ∑
n≥0 q
n2
(
qn+1; q
)∑
n≥0 q
n2+n
(
qn+1; q
)) ?= 1
2
([−qx5; 1](0) + [−qx5; 2](0)[−qx5; 0](0) + [−qx5; 3](0)
)
=
∑n∈Z(−1)nq 5n2+n2∑
n∈Z(−1)nq
5n2+3n
2
 ,
which is equivalent to the Rogers–Ramanujan identities from (1.5) (which we deduced from Propo-
sition 5.1), after dividing by (q; q) and applying the triple product identity.
Next, the statement of Theorem 5.2 at x = −1 (i.e., z = 1/2) becomes, after applying the triple
product identity in (1.1) for x 7→ −qx2 and x 7→ −q2x2,( ∑
n∈Z q
n2
(−qn+1; q)
−∑n∈Z qn2+n (−qn+1; q)
)
?
=
(
A(q) B(q)
C(q) D(q)
)( (
q2; q2
) 〈−q; q2〉
− (q2; q2) 〈−q2; q2〉
)
.
But since we have already shown that Theorem 5.2 holds at x = 1, we know that
(q; q)
( 〈
q; q5
〉−1〈
q2; q5
〉−1
)
=
( ∑
n≥0 q
n2
(
qn+1; q
)∑
n≥0 q
n2+n
(
qn+1; q
)) = (A(q) B(q)
C(q) D(q)
) (q2; q2) 〈−q; q2〉(
q2; q2
) 〈−q2; q2〉
 , (5.6)
and by subtracting this from the previous equation it remains to prove that( ∑
n∈Z q
n2
(−qn+1; q)
−∑n∈Z qn2+n (−qn+1; q)
)
?
= (q; q)
( 〈
q; q5
〉−1〈
q2; q5
〉−1
)
+
(
A(q) B(q)
C(q) D(q)
)(
0
−2 (q2; q2) 〈−q2; q2〉
)
.
In the left-hand side, break the sums into n ≥ 0 and n < 0, and use the notation from (1.8). On
the right, substitute B(q) = −q (−q; q) / 〈q8; q20〉 and D(q) = (−q; q) / 〈q4; q20〉, which follow from
(5.3). Dividing both sides by (−q; q) and using the triple product identity in the form∑n∈Z qn2+n =(
q2; q2
) 〈−q2; q2〉, we see that the claim above is equivalent to(
f0 + 2ψ0(q)
f1 + 2ψ1(q)
)
?
=
(q; q)
(−q; q)
( 〈
q; q5
〉−1
− 〈q2; q5〉−1
)
+ 4q
∑
n≥0
qn
2+n
(〈
q8; q20
〉−1〈
q4; q20
〉−1
)
. (5.7)
But (5.7) is precisely the content of equations (30)+2(10) and (31)+2(11) from [48], which completes
our proof assuming the work of Watson. 
Remark. Watson [48] deduced his relations (10), (11), (30) and (31) using q-series manipulations
based on the Rogers–Ramanujan identities from (1.5), the formulae in Corollary 3.21 (Watson’s
(E1) and (E2)), and specializations of the triple product identity (Watson’s (J1) and (J2)). The
proof above also shows that Theorem 5.2 implies the mock theta identities in (5.7) by taking x = ±1,
which is relevant since we will give a self-contained proof of Theorem 5.2 in Section 5.2.
Taking x = i in Theorem 5.2 yields two relatives of the Rogers–Ramanujan identities:
Corollary 5.3 (Imaginary Rogers–Ramanujan identities). For τ ∈ H+, one has∑
n∈Z
(−1)n q
n2
(iq; q)n
=
(
q; q2
)
(iq; q)
(
q10; q10
) 〈
q; q10
〉 〈
q8; q20
〉
,
∑
n∈Z
(−1)n q
n2+n
(iq; q)n
= i
(
q; q2
)
(iq; q)
(
q10; q10
) 〈
q3; q10
〉 〈
q4; q20
〉
.
Having proven Theorem 1.3, we now move on to our parallel result in Theorem 1.4. Its proof
follows a similar strategy, but it is significantly easier for reasons to be explained shortly.
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Proposition 5.4 (Two-variable Rogers–Ramanujan variation). In TH-
(
qx2 − q−1), one has
(q; q) 〈x; q〉 (qx; q)
(−q; q)2 (−x−1; q) = 2
(−q2; q2) [qx2 − q−1; 0]− (−q; q2) [qx2 − q−1; 1].
Remark. The q-coefficients in the right-hand side above are the same (up to a sign) as the q-
coefficients on the right of the octuple identity from (4.13). Moreover, multiplying the product
above by the left-hand side of Theorem 1.4 yields the octuple product in (4.13). Hence under
Theorem 1.4, the octuple identity and Proposition 5.4 are equivalent.
Proof of Proposition 5.4. Rewrite the left-hand side as
−x−1(q; q) 〈x; q〉2
(−q; q)2 (x−2; q2) = −
x−1
(−q; q)2
((−q; q2)2 [x2; 0]− 2 (−q2; q2)2 [x2; 1]) ·∑
n≥0
1
(q2; q2)n
x−2n
= 2
(−q2; q2)
(−q; q2)
∑
m∈Z,n≥0
qm
2
(q2; q2)n
x2m−2n −
(−q; q2)
(−q2; q2)
∑
m∈Z,n≥0
qm
2+m
(q2; q2)n
x2m−2n+1,
where we used the squared triple product identity from Proposition 3.24, and (3.11) in the first
equality and simply multiplied sums out in the second equality. Now using Table 1, we see that
the left-hand side product lies in TH-
(
q(−x)2 (1− x−2q−2)) = TH- (qx2 − q−1), so it is a linear
combination of
[
qx2 − q−1; 0] and [qx2 − q−1; 1]. To finish it suffices to identify the coefficients of
x0 and x1 in the sum above; this amounts to the identities∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q2; q2)n
=
(−q; q2) and ∑
n≥0
qn
2+n
(q2; q2)n
=
(−q2; q2) , (5.8)
which follow from (3.10) for q 7→ q2 and x 7→ −q, respectively x 7→ −q2. 
Remark. While Proposition 1.2 generalizes the original Rogers–Ramanujan identities in (1.5), Propo-
sition 5.4 is a generalization of the (much easier) Rogers–Ramanujan type identities in (5.8).
Next, we provide an analogue of Theorem 5.2, which is equivalent to Theorem 1.4. This analogue
turns out to be a direct consequence of our work in Section 3.2, but we list it as a theorem to
illustrate the parallelism between Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.
Theorem 5.5 (Twisted two-variable Rogers–Ramanujan variation). For τ ∈ H+ and z ∈ H−,
(
x−2; q2
)( ∑n∈Z qn2x2n (−q2n+1; q2)∑
n∈Z q
n2+nx2n+1
(−q2n+2; q2)
)
=
([
qx2; 0
][
qx2; 1
]) .
Proof. Take y = q−1 in Corollary 3.16, then multiply the results by
(−q; q2) and (−q2; q2). 
Proof that Theorem 1.4 ⇔ Theorem 5.5. Let z ∈ H−. Using that [−x2; 1] = (q2; q2) 〈qx2; q2〉 (by
(3.13)) and that 〈x; q〉 = −x(qx; q) (x−1; q), one can rephrase Theorem 1.4 as
[−x2; 1] (x−2; q2)([qx2 − q−1; 0][
qx2 − q−1; 1]
)
= (q; q)
( [−qx4; 1][−qx4; 0]+ [−qx4; 2]
)
.
Using the formulae for canonical basis vectors from Corollary 3.16, we can further rewrite this as
[−x2; 1] (x−2; q2)
 ∑n∈Z qn2x2n (−qn+1;q2)(−q;q2)∑
n∈Z q
n2+nx2n+1
(−qn+2;q2)
(−q2;q2)
 = (q; q)( [−qx4; 1][−qx4; 0]+ [−qx4; 2]
)
.
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Now from Lemma 4.1 and the triple product identity from (4.6) for a = 4, we find that[−x2; 1]([qx2; 0][
qx2; 1
]) = (q4; q4)(〈q2; q4〉 0
0
〈
q; q4
〉)( [−qx4; 1][−qx4; 0]+ [−qx4; 2]
)
.
This proves that Theorem 5.5 is equivalent to Theorem 1.4 since
(
q4; q4
) 〈
q2; q4
〉
/(q; q) =
(−q; q2)
and
(
q4; q4
) 〈
q; q4
〉
/(q; q) =
(−q2; q2). 
Remark. Comparing our main results in Theorem 1.3 (equivalent to Theorem 5.2) and Theorem 1.4
(equivalent to Theorem 5.5), the latter one is characterized by the non-mixing of even and odd
powers of x in the basis vectors
[
qx2 − q−1; k] (which originates from the fact that the symmetry
factor qx2 − q−1 only contains even powers). This has several consequences:
(i). There is no need for a 2× 2 matrix in Theorem 5.5 (or by a different choice of scalars, the
matrix would be diagonal), unlike in Theorem 5.2.
(ii). Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 5.5 were easier to prove than Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 5.2.
(iii). By identifying even and odd powers of x, Proposition 5.4 splits into two identities for[
qx2 − q−1; 0] and [qx2 − q−1; 1], which are ultimately equivalent to Corollary 3.18, Theo-
rem 5.5 and Theorem 1.4. By contrast, Theorem 1.3 is stronger than Proposition 1.2.
(iv). There is no nonzero entire function in TH-
(
qx2 − q−1) (i.e., TC (qx2 − q−1) = {0}). This
is ultimately because 1
1−x2 and
x
1−x2 (which correspond to the tails of the coefficients of q
0
in
[
qx2 − q−1; 0] and [qx2 − q−1; 1]) are linearly independent. By contrast, TC (qx2 − x) is
spanned by the left-hand side of Proposition 1.2.
The non-mixing phenomenon extends (with respect to residue classes mod d) to any TH-
(
αxd + β
)
,
which is ultimately what allowed us to obtain closed forms for canonical basis vectors of the first
kind in Proposition 3.15. Similarly, the mixing phenomenon is manifested in all nontrivial cases of
canonical basis vectors of the second kind, from Proposition 3.17.
Remark. Numerical generation also suggests identities for the cross-products in the (now proven)
Theorems 1.3 and 1.4:[
qx2 − x; 1] ([−qx5; 1]+ [−qx5; 2])
=
[
qx2 − x; 0] ([−qx5; 0]+ [−qx5; 3]) = (q35; q35)
(x−1; q)
( 〈
q15; q35
〉 ([−q2x7; 0]+ [−q2x7; 3])
− q2 〈q5; q35〉 ([−q2x7; 1]+ [−q2x7; 2])
− q 〈q10; q35〉 ([−q2x7;−1]+ [−q2x7; 4]) ),
(5.9)
respectively[
qx2 − q−1; 1][−qx4; 1]
=
[
qx2 − q−1; 0] ([−qx4; 0]+ [−qx4; 2]) = (q2; q2)
(x−2; q2)
([−q2x6; 0]+ [−q2x6; 2]) . (5.10)
While (5.10) can be proven easily using the results in this section and Lemma 4.1, (5.9) appears
to be more difficult. By specialization at x = 1, (5.9) would imply an additional identity for the
generalized eta functions of level N = 7 (using (1.7)), which would belong in Proposition 4.13:
3∑
g=1
Eg(5τ)E3g(τ) = − η(τ)η(5τ)
η(7τ)η(35τ)
.
5.2. W-coefficients, second proofs of main theorems and change-of-basis identities. A
different approach to proving Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 proceeds by expanding the twisted sums
in the left-hand sides of Theorem 5.2 and Theorem 1.4, using the lemma below. We mention this
approach since it will also lead to the anticipated change-of-basis identities (such as Proposition 1.7).
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Lemma 5.6 (Twisted sum identities). Let 0 6= α ∈ C, s ∈ {±1} and d, k, a ∈ Z with 0 ≤ k ≤ d− 1
and 1 ≤ a | d. If sa = d assume that |y| < ∣∣αqk∣∣, and if sa = −d assume that |y| < ∣∣qd−k/α∣∣. Then
∑
n∈Z
αnqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k︸ ︷︷ ︸
Original series
[
αxd; k
]
(qsanxsay; qa)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Twist factor
=
d−1∑
`=0
Wk,`(y, q)
[
αxd; `
]
, (5.11)
where {Wk,`(y, q)}` also depend on α, s, d, a (but not on x), and are given by
Wk,`(y, q) = 1`≡k (mod a) · qa(
j
2)
∑
n≥1s`<sk
α−sn
qa(
b
2)n
2+s(b(`−k)−`)n+ s−1
2
dn
(qa; qa)bn+j
(−y)bn+j , (5.12)
where b := d/a and j := (`− k)/(sa).
Remark. The condition ` ≡ k (mod a) in (5.12) indicates the extent of the non-mixing phenomenon
for Fourier coefficients described in the end of Section 5.1; there is no mixing when a = d, maximum
mixing when a = 1, and some mixing when 1 < a < d. Also, the general case of Lemma 5.6 can
be recovered from the special case a = 1, using the substitutions d 7→ b, q 7→ qa and adequate
substitutions for α; however, it is more convenient to state and prove Lemma 5.6 for a general a | d.
Proof. Let L(z) denote the left-hand side of (5.11), where x = e2piiz. One can check as in the
proof of Proposition 3.15 that L converges absolutely and locally uniformly to a well-defined entire
function under the given assumptions. It is then immediate that L ∈ TC
(
αxd
)
, since it is a twisted
version of
[
αxd; k
]
as in (2.3); hence L has an expansion as in the right-hand side of (5.11), where
Wk,`(y, q) = L̂(`). Expanding the series of L(z) using (3.10) and identifying the coefficients of x`
leads to the formula in (5.12), after a short computation (treating the cases s ∈ {±1} separately). 
We further give a couple of consequences of Lemma 5.6, related to our previous results.
Corollary 5.7. For y ∈ C with |y| < |x| and y 6∈ {qn : n ≤ 0}, one has∑
n∈Z
q(
n
2)
(y; q)n
xn =
(q; q) 〈−x; q〉
(y; q)(−y/x; q) ,
generalizing (1.1), (3.10) and Theorem 5.5. In fact, this is a particular case of Ramanujan’s 1ψ1
summation from Proposition 3.20 (by taking x 7→ −x/a, a→∞ and b = y).
Proof. Lemma 5.6 yields
∑
n∈Z q
(n2)xn (qnxy; q) =
∑
n≥0
(−y)n
(q;q)n
· [x; 0] for |y| < 1; take y 7→ y/x,
divide by (y; q), and use (1.1),(3.11) to finish. An alternative proof proceeds by noting that both
sides lie in the one-dimensional space TD (x− y) (as functions of z), for a suitable half-plane D. 
Corollary 5.8. Let y ∈ C with |y| ≤ 1. Then as an equality of pairs of functions in TC
(
qx2
)
,
(
x−1y; q
)([qx2 − yx; 0][
qx2 − yx; 1]
)
=
( ∑
n∈Z q
n2x2n
(
qn+1xy; q
)∑
n∈Z q
n2+nx2n+1
(
qn+1xy; q
))
=
 ∑n≥0 qn(n+1)(q;q)2n y2n −∑n≥0 q(n+1)2(q;q)2n+1 y2n+1
−∑n≥0 qn(n+1)(q;q)2n+1 y2n+1 ∑n≥0 qn2(q;q)2n y2n
([qx2; 0][
qx2; 1
]) .
Proof. For the first equality, use Corollary 3.18 and the symmetry at x 7→ x−1 (due to TC
(
qx2
) ⊂
SC(1)). For the second equality, use Lemma 5.6 for a = 1, d = 2, s = 1 and α = y = q. 
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Remark. Concerning the second equality in Corollary 5.8, one can deduce the bottom-row identity
from the top-row one by taking x 7→ x/√q and y 7→ y√q; however, the matrix appearing in the
formulation above will be relevant later (it turns out to have determinant 1; see Corollary 5.12).
Corollary 5.9 (Rogers-type sums). For τ ∈ H+ and z ∈ C, one has
(q; q)
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q; q)n
x−2n =
∑
n≥0
qn(n+1)
(q; q)2n
x2n · [qx2; 0]−∑
n≥0
q(n+1)
2
(q; q)2n+1
x2n+1 · [qx2; 1],
where the left-hand side is (up to a trivial substitution) the sum from Proposition 5.1.
Proof. Take y = x−1 in Corollary 5.8 and identify the top row (alternatively, take x 7→ x/√q, then
y = x−1√q and identify the bottom row). Afterwards, substitute x 7→ x−1 on both sides, noting
that TC
(
qx2
) ⊂ SC(1). 
Remark. More identities of Rogers–Ramanujan type sums follow by plugging in x ∈ {−i,−i/√q}
in Corollary 5.9 and using Proposition 5.1.
We are now ready to give second proofs for Theorems 5.2 and 5.5:
Second proof of Theorem 5.2. Taking y = 1 in Corollary 5.8, the statement of Theorem 5.2 reduces
to an equality of matrices ∑n≥0 qn(n+1)(q;q)2n −∑n≥0 q(n+1)2(q;q)2n+1
−∑n≥0 qn(n+1)(q;q)2n+1 ∑n≥0 qn2(q;q)2n
 ?= (A(q) B(q)
C(q) D(q)
)
, (5.13)
where A(q), B(q), C(q), D(q) are as in (5.3). We note that (5.13) is precisely the content of four
Rogers–Ramanujan type identities of Slater [44, (94),(96),(98),(99)], and we can prove them using
Proposition 5.1. Indeed, taking q 7→ q4 and then multiplying by (−q q1 1 ), one easily reduces (5.3) to−∑n≥0 q(n+1)
2
(q4;q4)n
−∑n≥0 q(n+1)2(q4;q4)n∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q4;q4)n
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(−1)n
(q4;q4)n
 ?= (A (q4) B (q4)
C
(
q4
)
D
(
q4
))(−q q
1 1
)
,
which, in light of the symmetry q ↔ −q, boils down to∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q4; q4)n
?
= D
(
q4
)− qC (q4) , ∑
n≥0
qn
2+2n
(q4; q4)n
?
= A
(
q4
)− q−1B (q4) .
Now using (5.3) and the quintuple identity (4.7) for a = 10, one can expand (q; q)A(q), (q; q)B(q),
(q; q)C(q) and (q; q)D(q) as explicit series where the nth term has a dominant power of q30(
n
2). By
taking q 7→ q4, adding these series and then using (4.7) for a = 10 again, one obtains(
q4; q4
) (
D
(
q4
)− qC (q4)) = ∑
n∈Z
(−1)nq30(n2) (q13n + q7n+1) = (q10; q10) 〈−q; q10〉 〈q12; q20〉 ,
(
q4; q4
) (
A
(
q4
)− q−1B (q4)) = ∑
n∈Z
(−1)nq30(n2) (q11n + qn+3) = (q10; q10) 〈−q3; q10〉 〈q16; q20〉 .
After rearranging the products on the right, it remains to show that∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q4; q4)n
?
=
1
(−q2; q2) 〈q; q5〉 ,
∑
n≥0
qn
2+2n
(q4; q4)n
?
=
1
(−q2; q2) 〈q2; q5〉 . (5.14)
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But by taking x = 1, respectively x = q in the second equality from Proposition 5.1 (and using the
Rogers–Ramanujan identities (1.5)), one obtains that
1
〈q; q5〉 =
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q2; q2)n
(−q2n+2; q2) , 1〈q2; q5〉 = ∑
n≥0
qn
2+n
(q2; q2)n
(−q2n+3; q2) . (5.15)
The first equality in (5.15) settles the first equality in (5.14) since
(
q4; q4
)
n
=
(
q2; q2
)
n
(−q2; q2)
n
.
For the second equality in (5.14), write F (z) :=
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q2;q2)n
xn
(−q2n+2x; q2), and recall that
Proposition 5.1 implies that F ∈ TC(1, qx). In particular we have F (τ) = F (0)− qF (2τ), and thus∑
n≥0
qn
2+n
(q2; q2)n
(−q2n+3; q2) = ∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q2; q2)n
(−q2n+2; q2)−∑
n≥0
q(n+1)
2
(q2; q2)n
(
−q2(n+1)+2; q2
)
=
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q2; q2)n
(−q2n+2; q2)−∑
n≥0
qn
2 (
1− q2n)
(q2; q2)n
(−q2n+2; q2)
=
∑
n≥0
qn
2+2n
(q2; q2)n
(−q2n+2; q2) = (−q2; q2)∑
n≥0
qn
2+2n
(q4; q4)n
,
which settles the second equality in (5.14) in light of (5.15). This completes our proof. 
Remark. As indicated in Figure 1, the proof above also shows that Theorem 5.2 implies Slater’s
identities from (5.13). So while Theorem 5.2 generalizes the classical Rogers–Ramanujan identities
from (1.5) (and Watson’s identities from (5.7)) by value identification, it also generalizes (5.13) by
Fourier identification.
Similarly, we give another proof of Theorem 5.5 based on Lemma 5.6; in fact, an analogous
argument applies to the more general second equality from Proposition 3.15.
Second proof of Theorem 5.5. Taking a = d = 2, α = q, s = 1 and y ∈ {−qx−2,−q2x−2} in
Lemma 5.6, one obtains( ∑
n∈Z q
n2x2n
(−q2n+1; q2)∑
n∈Z q
n2+nx2n+1
(−q2n+2; q2)
)
=
∑n≥0 qn(q2;q2)nx−2n 0
0
∑
n≥0
qn
(q2;q2)n
x−2n
([qx2; 0][
qx2; 1
]) .
But (3.11) implies that
∑
n≥0
qn
(q2;q2)n
x−2n =
(
x−2; q2
)−1, completing our proof. 
We now leave Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 behind and look into more general applications of our work.
Note that for s = −1, Lemma 5.6 can be rephrased in terms of column vectors as(∑
n∈Z α
nqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k (q−anx−ay; qa)
)
0≤k<d︸ ︷︷ ︸
Twisted canonical basis of TC
(
αxd
)
=
(
Wk,`(y, q)
)
0≤k,`<d︸ ︷︷ ︸
Change-of-basis matrix
([
αxd; `
])
0≤l<d︸ ︷︷ ︸
Canonical basis
, (5.16)
for α, y, d, a and Wk,` as before. As the underbraces above suggest, it is natural to ask if twisting
the canonical basis of TC(αxd) on the right results in another basis on the left, i.e. if the matrix
(Wk,`(y, q))0≤k,`<d is invertible. The answer is yes: we can explicitly compute the determinant of this
matrix, and this leads to a large family of two-variable identities generalizing Proposition 1.7, given
in Theorem 5.11. A helpful idea will be to consider a third basis of TC
(
αxd
)
, which is proportional
to the canonical basis of TH-
(
αxd (1− (qx)−ay)) (using the bijection in (3.5)):((
x−ay; qa
) [
αxd
(
1− (qx)−ay); k])
0≤k<d
∈ TC
(
αxd
)d
.
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We first recall that (Wk,`(y, q))0≤k,`<d only contains nonzero entries when k ≡ ` (mod a) by (5.12),
and that identities of such d × d matrices split into a identities of b × b matrices where b = d/a
(similarly, such d × d determinants split as a product of b × b determinants). It suffices, thus, to
treat the case a = 1, and all of our further work in this subsection generalizes to the case a > 1 by
intercalating b suitable matrices. Fixing a = 1, our main trick is to interpolate an infinite sequence
of bases of TC
(
αxd
)
between the twisted canonical basis from (5.16) and the untwisted one:
Lemma 5.10 (y-Interpolation). Let V (x, y) :=
(∑
n∈Z α
nqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k
(
q−nx−1y; q
))
0≤k<d de-
note the column vector in the left-hand side of (5.16), for 1 = a ≤ d and α, y as in Lemma 5.6.
Then
V (x, y) = M(y) · V (x, qy),
where M(y) =
(
1 + αyq−1
)−1 if d = 1, M(y) = ( 1+αy2q−1 −αyq−1−y 1 ) if d = 2, and
M(y) =

1 0 0 ··· 0 αy2q−1 −αyq−1
−y 1 0 ··· 0 0 0
0 −y 1 ··· 0 0 0
...
0 0 0 ··· 0 −y 1
 ∈ Cd×d, if d ≥ 3.
So while V (x, y) ∈ TC
(
αxd
)d, by swapping variables we have V (y, x) ∈ TC (M(x)) for d ≥ 2.
Proof. Letting Vk(x, y) be the kth coordinate of V (x, y), use the functional equation
(
q−nx−1y; q
)
=(
1− q−nx−1y) (q−nx−1(qy); q) to obtain
Vk(x, y) = Vk(x, qy)− yVk−1(x, qy),
for 1 ≤ k < d. For k = 0, the analogous expansion yields V0(x, y) = V0(x, qy) − αyq−1Vd−1(x, y);
if d = 1 this gives V0(x, y) = (1 + αyq−1)−1V0(x, qy), and if d ≥ 2 we get V0(x, y) = V0(x, qy) +
αy2q−1Vd−2(qy) − αyq−1Vd−1(qy) by applying the relation above for k − 1 = d. Putting these
together produces the matrices M(y) above. 
Remark. Working in TC (M(x)), our observation in Example 3.2 suggests iterating the functional
equation in Lemma 5.10 to obtain an infinite product of matrices; this leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 5.11 (Change-of-basis identities). Let α, y ∈ C with α 6= 0, and d ∈ Z with d ≥ 2. Define
the d× d matrices U = (Uk,`)0≤k,`<d and W = (Wk,`)0≤k,`<d by
Uk,` :=
∑
n≥1`>k
αn
qd(
n
2)+kn
(q; q)dn+k−`
ydn+k−`, Wk,` :=
∑
n≥1`>k
αn
q(
d
2)n
2+(d(k−`−1)+`)n+(k−`2 )
(q; q)dn+k−`
(−y)dn+k−`.
Then one has detU = detW = 1. Moreover,
WU =
 1 0 ··· 0 −αyq−10 1 ··· 0 0...
0 0 ··· 0 1
 and W = ∏
n≥0
M (qny) ,
where M is as in Lemma 5.10 and the product of matrices is evaluated from left to right.
Remark. One can compute U−1 andW−1 explicitly based on Theorem 5.11, and thus all minors of U
andW as well. Also, the case d = 1 is not included in Theorem 5.11 since it is essentially equivalent
to Corollary 5.7, and since then we have detU = (detW )−1 =
(−αyq−1; q) (for |αy| < |q|).
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that |y| ≤ 1, by the uniqueness of analytic continuation;
then we have 1 − q−1x−1y 6= 0 in {Im z < −Im τ}, and thus the canonical basis vectors of
TH-
(
αxd
(
1− q−1x−1y)) are well-defined by Proposition 3.13. Now consider the following three
elements of TC
(
αxd
)d:
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αxd; k
])
0≤k<d
(∑
n∈Z α
nqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k
(
q−nx−1y; q
))
0≤k<d
((
x−1y; q
) [
αxd
(
1− q−1x−1y); k])
0≤k<d
= U ·
= WU ·
= W ·
where the arrows indicate claimed relationships. The “= W · ” arrow is precisely the relation from
(5.16) for a = 1. The “= U · ” relation follows from (3.11) by expanding
1
(x−1y; q)
[
αxd; k
]
=
∑
m≥0
(−x−1y)m
(q; q)m
∑
n∈Z
αnqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k,
and identifying Fourier coefficients in the canonical basis of TH-
(
αxd
(
1− q−1x−1y)). The “= WU ·”
relation follows from the previous two, and will be helpful in computing WU .
Next, the fact that W =
∏
n≥0M (q
ny) follows immediately by iterating Lemma 5.10, using that
lim
p→∞
∑
n∈Z
αnqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k
(
q−nx−1(qpy); q
)
=
[
αxd; k
]
.
In particular, this shows that detW = 1 (since each detM (qny) = 1), and in particular that([
αxd; k
])
0≤k<d is invertible is indeed a basis of TC
(
αxd
)
as well. Hence we can compute (WU)−1
as the unique change-of-basis matrix satisfying((
x−1y; q
) [
αxd
(
1− q−1x−1y); k])
0≤k<d
= (WU)−1
(∑
n∈Z α
nqd(
n
2)+knxdn+k
(
q−nx−1y; q
))
0≤k<d
.
But by Proposition 3.17 for g(−z) = 1− q−1x−1y, we have(
x−1y; q
) [
αxd
(
1− q−1x−1y); k] = {∑n∈Z qd(n2)xdn (q−n+1x−1y; q) , k = 0,∑
n∈Z q
d(n2)+knxdn+k
(
q−nx−1y; q
)
, k > 0.
Using the relationship V0(x, qy) = V0(x, y) +αyq−1 from the proof of Lemma 5.10, this proves that
(WU)−1 =
 1 0 ··· 0 αyq−10 1 ··· 0 0. . .
0 0 ··· 0 1
 ⇒ WU =
 1 0 ··· 0 −αyq−10 1 ··· 0 0. . .
0 0 ··· 0 1
 .
Finally, from detW = 1 and det(WU) = 1 we also deduce that detU = 1. 
Corollary 5.12. The 2× 2 matrix from Corollary 5.8 has constant determinant 1. In fact, it can
be written as an infinite product (evaluated left-to-right)
∑
n≥0
qn(n+1)
(q;q)2n
y2n −∑n≥0 q(n+1)2(q;q)2n+1 y2n+1
−∑n≥0 qn(n+1)(q;q)2n+1 y2n+1 ∑n≥0 qn2(q;q)2n y2n
 = ∏
n≥0
(
1 0
−qny 1
)(
1 −qn+1y
0 1
)
.
In particular, this establishes Proposition 1.7 by taking y = −x.
Proof. Taking d = 2 and α = q in Theorem 5.11, the matrix in Corollary 5.8 is precisely U−1. But
U−1 =
(
1 y
0 1
)
W =
(
1 y
0 1
)∏
n≥0
M (qny)
=
(
1 y
0 1
)∏
n≥0
(
1 + q2ny2 1− qny
−qny 1
)
=
(
1 y
0 1
)∏
n≥0
(
1 −qny
0 1
)(
1 0
−qny 1
)
,
which completes our proof by noting that
(
1 y
0 1
) (
1 −y
0 1
)
= 1. 
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Remark. Denoting
F (z) :=
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(q4; q4)n
x2n ⇒ 1
2
(
F (z) + F (z + 1/4)
F (z)− F (z + 1/4)
)
=
 ∑n≥0 q4n
2
(q4;q4)2n
x4n
q
∑
n≥0
q4(n
2+n)
(q4;q4)2n+1
x4n+2
 ,
the fact that the determinant in Corollary 5.12 is 1 can be rephrased as (taking q 7→ q4)
F (z) + F
(
z + 14
)
2
F (z + τ) + F
(
z + τ + 14
)
2
− F (z)− F
(
z + 14
)
2
F (z + τ)− F (z + τ + 14)
2
= 1,
which further simplifies to F (z)F (z+ τ + 1/4) +F (z+ 1/4)F (z+ τ) = 2. This follows in turn from
the fact that F ∈ TC
(
qx2, 1
)
(which is easily checked); indeed, a short computation then shows that
F (z)F (z + τ + 1/4) + F (z + 1/4)F (z + τ) ∈ TC(1), so it must be a constant.
Question 4. Note that taking q 7→ q4 in Corollary 5.8 connects Rogers’∑n≥0 qn2(q;q)nxn from Propo-
sition 5.1 to our function F (z) from the previous remark. Moreover, the relations immediately
preceding (5.14) yield that
F (0) =
1
(q4; q4)
∑
n≥0
(−1)nq30(n2) (q13n + q7n+1) , F (τ) = 1
(q4; q4)
∑
n≥0
(−1)nq30(n2) (q11n + qn+3) .
Combining these clues with the fact that F ∈ TC
(
qx2, 1
)
, one is strongly inclined to believe that
there is a Rogers-type identity (similar to the first equality in Proposition 5.1) for F (z), in which
the right-hand side contains dominant powers of q30(
n
2) rather than q5(
n
2). This would imply similar
identities for the four sums in the matrix from Proposition 1.7 (thus generalizing (5.13)), and due to
Corollary 5.9, it would likely recover Proposition 5.1 as well. Can the reader guess such an identity
for F (z), and prove it by identifying Fourier coefficients in TC
(
qx2, 1
)
?
5.3. Applications to mock theta functions. We start by proving Corollary 1.6 from Section 1:
Proof of Corollary 1.6. Consider (5.4), which is just a reformulation of Theorem 1.3 (or Theo-
rem 5.2). Dividing both sides by (q; q)
(
1− x2) yields
(
qx2; q
) (
qx−2; q
)( ∑n∈Z qn2x2n (qn+1x; q)∑
n∈Z q
n2+nx2n+1
(
qn+1x; q
)) = −〈qx; q〉
∑n∈Z(−1)nq5(n2)+2n x5n+1−x−5n+21−x2∑
n∈Z(−1)nq5(
n
2)+n x
5n−x−5n+3
1−x2

where we used that
[−qx; 0] = (q; q) 〈qx; q〉. Now take x→ −1, and divide by (−q; q) to obtain
(q; q)2
(
q; q2
) ∑n∈Z qn2(−q;q)n
−∑n∈Z qn2+n(−q;q)n
 = (−∑n∈Z q5(n2)+2n(10n− 1)∑
n∈Z q
5(n2)+n(10n− 3)
)
.
In the left-hand side, break the sums into n ≥ 0 and n < 0, reindex and use our notations in (2.6)
and (1.8). In the right-hand side, substitute n 7→ −n; this recovers Corollary 1.6. 
Remark. Both Corollary 1.6 and (5.7) give identities for the sums of fifth-order mock theta functions
fj(q) + 2ψj(q) (for j ∈ {0, 1}), using the notation from (1.8). To list other such identities, we need:
Notation 5.13 (Mock theta functions). Following standard notation [9, 19, 6, 3], define the third-
order mock theta functions introduced by Ramanujan [40, p. 220]
φ(q) :=
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(−q2; q2)n
, ψ(q) :=
∑
n≥1
qn
2
(q; q2)n
,
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and the fifth-order mock theta functions (in addition to those from (1.8))
F0(q) :=
∑
n≥0
q2n
2
(q; q2)n
, F1(q) :=
∑
n≥1
q2n
2−2n
(q; q2)n
,
φ0(q) :=
∑
n≥0
qn
2 (−q; q2)
n
, φ1(q) :=
∑
n≥1
qn
2 (−q; q2)
n−1 .
Specializing Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 5.2 will lead to identities of fifth-order mock theta functions,
while Theorem 1.4 and Theorem 5.5 correspond to third-order mock theta functions. For further
readings on mock-theta functions, see [30, 53].
Proposition 5.14 (Sums of mock theta functions). Let τ ∈ H+. Concerning third-order mock
theta functions and the Dedekind eta function, one has
φ(q) + 2
∑
n≥1
qn
(−q2; q2)
n−1 =
∑
n∈Z
qn
2
(−q2; q2)n
= q
1
24
η(2τ)7
η(τ)3η(4τ)3
,
1 + 2ψ(q) + q
∑
n≥0
(−q2)n (q; q2)
n
=
∑
n∈Z
qn
2
(q; q2)n+1
= q
1
24
η(2τ)7
η(τ)3η(4τ)3
,
where the two right-hand sides happen to be equal. Concerning fifth-order mock theta functions and
the generalized eta functions Eg of level N = 5 from (1.7), one has
f0(q) + 2ψ0(q) =
∑
n∈Z
qn
2
(−q; q)n = q
1
60
(
η(τ)2
η(2τ)E1(τ)
+ 4
η(4τ)2
η(2τ)E2(4τ)
)
,
f1(q) + 2ψ1(q) =
∑
n∈Z
qn
2+n
(−q; q)n = q
− 11
60
(
− η(τ)
2
η(2τ)E2(τ)
+ 4
η(4τ)2
η(τ)E1(4τ)
)
,
F0(q) + φ0(−q)− 1 =
∑
n∈Z
q2n
2
(q; q2)n
= q
1
120
(
η(4τ)6
η(τ)η(2τ)2η(q8)2E1(8τ)
+ 2
η(2τ)4η(8τ)4
η(τ)η(4τ)6E2(2τ)
− 4 η(2τ)
2η(8τ)6
η(τ)η(4τ)6E1(8τ)
)
,
F1(q) + q
−1φ1(−q) =
∑
n∈Z
q2n
2−2n
(q; q2)n
= q−
71
120
(
− η(4τ)
6
η(τ)η(2τ)2η(q8)2E2(8τ)
+ 2
η(2τ)4η(8τ)4
η(τ)η(4τ)6E1(2τ)
+ 4
η(2τ)2η(8τ)6
η(τ)η(4τ)6E2(8τ)
)
.
(The advantage of writing the right-hand sides above in terms of η and Eg is knowing which powers
of q are required to make the left-hand sides behave nicely under modular transformations.)
Remark. There are a few things to notice about Proposition 5.14:
(i). The first two identities might lead to formulae for φ(q)± 2ψ(q), as in [19, (1.4) and (1.5)].
(ii). The next two identities are just a convenient reformulation of (5.7), which can be derived
from equations (10) to (31) from Watson’s paper [48].
(iii). Taking q 7→ q2, the left-hand sides of the last two identities can be given similar but not
trivially equivalent formulae, using the same equations (10) to (31) of Watson [48].
(iv). One can regard the left-hand sides as “completions” of mock theta functions (not in the sense
of harmonic Maass forms), since they correspond to sums over n ∈ Z rather than n ≥ 0 or
n ≥ 1; thus the fifth-order mock theta functions “complete” each other in this sense.
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(v). Proposition 5.14 contains three pairs of (almost) twin identities, where each pair interchanges
E1 ↔ E2. This supports the parallelism between the two classes of fifth-order mock theta
functions defined by Ramanujan (i.e., those indexed by 0 and those indexed by 1).
Proof. The first equality in each of the identities from Proposition 5.14 follows immediately from
Notation 5.13 and (2.6), so we focus on the second equalities. We also leave the trivial conversion
from the notations
(
qN ; qN
)
and
〈
qg; qN
〉
to (generalized) eta functions to the reader.
The third-order identities follow by taking x ∈ {iq−1/2, q−1/2} in Theorem 5.5, or from the obvious
substitutions in Corollary 5.7. The first two fifth-order identities are equivalent to (5.7) (which, as
we have seen, follows by taking x = 1 and x = −1 in Theorem 5.2). For the last two fifth-order
identities, take q 7→ q2 and x = q−1 in Theorem 5.2, and use the facts that
A(q) =
1
〈−q; q2〉
(
(q; q)
(q2; q2) 〈q; q5〉 − 2
(
q4; q4
)2
(q2; q2)2
B(q)
)
, B(q) =
−q (q2; q2)
(q; q) 〈q8; q20〉 ,
C(q) =
1
〈−q; q2〉
(
(q; q)
(q2; q2) 〈q2; q5〉 − 2
(
q4; q4
)2
(q2; q2)2
D(q)
)
, D(q) =
(
q2; q2
)
(q; q) 〈q4; q20〉 ,
which follow from (5.6) and (5.3). 
In order to isolate individual mock theta functions rather than sums of them, the natural ap-
proach in our framework is to separate the positive and negative powers of x in the canonical basis
vectors
[
qx2 − x; k] (for the fifth-order functions), respectively [qx2 − q−1x; k] (for the third-order
functions). Indeed, writing F≥j(z) for
∑
n≥j F̂ (n)x
n in H−, Corollaries 3.16 and 3.18 imply that
[
qx2 − q−1; 0]≥0 = ∑
n≥0
qn
2
(−q; q2)n
x2n,
[
qx2 − q−1; 1]≥0 = ∑
n≥0
qn
2+n
(−q2; q2)n
x2n+1,
[
qx2 − x; 0]≥1 = ∑
n≥1
qn
2
x2n
(
q−n+1x−1; q
)
n−1 =
∑
n≥1
q(
n+1
2 )(−x)n+1(qx; q)n−1,
[
qx2 − x; 1]≥1 = ∑
n≥0
qn
2+nx2n+1
(
q−nx−1; q
)
n
= −
∑
n≥0
q(
n+1
2 )(−x)n+1(qx; q)n,
(5.17)
which generalize the summations of 1 +ψ(−q), φ(q), ψ0(q), respectively −ψ1(q) from Notation 5.13
and (1.8) (by taking x = i, x = 1 and x = −1). These observations lead to Proposition 5.15.
Proposition 5.15 (Individual mock theta functions as double sums). Let τ ∈ H+. Using Nota-
tion 5.13 and (5.3), one has(
ψ0(q)
ψ1(q)
)
=
(
A(q) B(q)
C(q) D(q)
) ∑2n>m≥0 qn
2
(−1)m
(q;q)m∑
2n≥m≥0
qn
2+n(−1)m
(q;q)m
 ,
(
φ1(q)
φ0(q)
)
=
(
A
(
q2
)
B
(
q2
)
C
(
q2
)
D
(
q2
))
q∑2n>m≥0 q2n
2−2n(−q)m
(q2;q2)m∑
2n≥m≥0
q2n
2
(−q)m
(q2;q2)m
 .
Similar but simpler identities can be given for the third-order mock theta functions ψ(q) and φ(q).
Proof. From Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 3.18, one obtains([
qx2 − x; 0][
qx2 − x; 1]
)
=
(
A(q) B(q)
C(q) D(q)
)((
x−1; q
)−1 [
qx2; 0
](
x−1; q
)−1 [
qx2; 1
]) .
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Writing
(
x−1; q
)−1
=
∑
m≥0(q; q)
−mx−m and restricting to powers xn with n ≥ 0 yields([
qx2 − x; 0]≥1[
qx2 − x; 1]≥1
)
=
(
A(q) B(q)
C(q) D(q)
) ∑2n>m≥0 qn2(q;q)mx2n−m∑
2n≥m≥0
qn
2+n
(q;q)m
x2n+1−m
 .
Taking x = −1 recovers the first claimed equality in light of (5.17). The second claimed equality
follows analogously by taking q 7→ q2 above, and then x = −q−1. 
Remark. The mock theta conjectures (given different proofs in [33, 25]) relate the fifth-order mock
theta functions to special values of the widely studied function [39, 22, 16, 8]
G(y, q) :=
∑
n≥0
qn
2
(qy; q)n(q/y; q)n
, (5.18)
for y ∈ C. The natural approach to this function in the context of this section is to consider the
generalization
G(x, y, q) :=
∑
n≥0
qn
2
x2n
(qxy; q)n(qx/y; q)n
=
(
1
(qxy; q)(qx/y; q)
∑
n∈Z
qn
2
x2n
(
qn+1xy; q
) (
qn+1x/y; q
))
≥0
,
where F≥0 indicates the truncation to nonnegative powers of x as before. The sum over n ∈ Z above
is a doubly-twisted version of the series
∑
n∈Z q
n2x2n ∈ TC
(
qx2
)
, in the sense of (2.3); hence it also
belongs to TC
(
qx2
)
, and can be expanded using a similar argument to Lemma 5.6. This leads to
the following statement, which is ultimately a consequence of Proposition 3.26.
Proposition 5.16 (Double twists). Let y ∈ C×. In TC
(
qx2
)
, one has
(q; q)2
∑
n∈Z
qn
2
x2n
(
qn+1xy; q
) (
qn+1x/y; q
)
=
[
qx2; 0
] ∑
d∈Z
d even
(
q
d2+2|d|
4
∑
n≥0
(−1)nq(n+12 )+|d|n
)
yd
− [qx2; 1] ∑
d∈Z
d odd
(
q
(|d|+1)2
4
∑
n≥0
(−1)nq(n+12 )+|d|n
)
yd.
Proof. In light of the discussion above and Lemma 3.19, it suffices to identify coefficients of x0 and
x1 on both sides. Denoting the left-hand side by L(z), (3.10) gives
L(z) = (q; q)2
∑
n∈Z
m,p≥0
qn
2+(m2 )+(
p
2)+(n+1)(m+p)
(q; q)m(q; q)p
(−y)m−px2n+m+p.
Collecting coefficients of yd in L̂(0) and L̂(1) for d ∈ Z, a short computation yields
L̂(0) =
∑
d∈Z, even
q
d2+2|d|
4 S(|d|) y2d, L̂(1) = −
∑
d∈Z, odd
q
(|d|+1)2
4 S(|d|) yd,
where S(|d|) = (q; q)2∑p≥0 qp(q;q)p+|d|(q;q)p . But by (3.11), S(|d|) is precisely the coefficient of x|d| in
(q; q)2(x; q)−1(q/x; q)−1 (for |q| < |x| < 1), which is expanded in Proposition 3.26. Collecting terms
in the right-hand side of (3.15) gives S(|d|) = ∑n≥0(−1)nq(n+12 )+|d|n, as we wanted. 
Question 5. Can one use Proposition 5.16 to:
(i). Obtain a Proposition 5.14-type formula for the sum
∑
n∈Z q
n2(−q; q)−2n (by specialization
at xy = x/y = −1), and a Proposition 5.15-type formula for the third-order mock theta
function f(q) :=
∑
n≥0 q
n2(−q; q)−2n (see, e.g., [19]);
(ii). Obtain relevant identities for the sum G(y, q) from (5.18), via its generalization G(x, y, q)?
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